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Two formulas of planetary motion

Semjon Adlaj

Abstract. Together the first and the second Kepler’s laws (of planetary
motion) imply the third. Kepler’s first law might be expressed via a polar
equation of an ellipse representing the orbit, with the origin (of the
coordinate system) representing the Sun. The second law might be
combined with the third via an elementary formula which readily applies to
calculating the length of the four seasons. Although such formula would not
take into account the precession and nutation of Earth’s axis but relies on a
single parameter (that is, the eccentricity of the orbit), it coincides (up to a
proper fraction of an hour) with the observable lengths of the seasons!

The first Kepler’s law might be expressed via a formula, expressing the
distance r between the Sun and its orbiting planet as a function of the true
anomaly θ:

r = r(θ) =
p

1 + e cos θ
, p :=

b2

a
= a

(

1 − e2
)

,

where p is the (so-called) semilatus rectum, whereas a and b are the lengths of
semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively. The ellipticity of the orbit imposes
upon its eccentricity e the condition: −1 < e < 1.

Kepler’s equation calculates the (so-called) mean anomaly M via the eccentric
anomaly E as

M = E − e sin E.1

Wemight, as well, calculate the mean anomaly M as a function of the true anomaly
θ as

M = M(θ) = 2 arctan

(

√

1 − e

1 + e
tan

(

θ

2

)

)

−
e

√
1 − e2 sin θ

1 + e cos θ
,

1At the end of the Fourth Part of his work “De Motibus Stellae Martis”, Kepler states, according

to a traslation from the Latin [1], concerning the solution of the problem so long known by his
name (that is, concerning the determination of E for a given M):

I am sufficiently satisfied that it cannot be solved a priori, on account of the different

nature of the arc and the sine. But if I am mistaken, and any one shall point out the way to me,
he will be in my eyes the great Apollonius.
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2 Semjon Adlaj

θE

Eccentric and true anomalies

where the angle θ might be confined to lie in the closed interval [−π, π] as the
principal branch of the (multi-valued) function arctan(·) is assumed. Thus, the
two summands on the right hand side of the latter equation correspond to the
two summands on the right hand side of the preceding Kepler’s equation. One
might verify the equivalence of the two formulas (for the mean anomaly M) via
the accessory identities:

cos θ =
cos E − e

1 − e cos E
, sin θ =

√
1 − e2 sin E

1 − e cos E
, tan

(

θ

2

)

=

√

1 + e

1 − e
tan

(

E

2

)

.

Now, the second and the third Kepler’s laws might be unified (and strengthened)
via a formula for the orbiting time t = t(θ) as

t =

√

a3

µ
M, (1)

where µ is the product of the mass of the Sun with the gravitational constant.

Differentiating the latter time function t with respect to the true anomaly θ
and taking the reciprocal, we readily calculate θ̇, thereby deriving a strong version
of Kepler’s second law as

θ̇ r2 =
√

µ p,

where the dot above denotes differentiation with respect to time. Moreover,
integrating the latter equality, over a full period T , readily yields Kepler’s third
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Two formulas of planetary motion 3

law as

2πab =
√

µ p T =⇒ T = 2π

√

a3

µ
.

Moreover, having explicitly expressed t as a function of θ, we might calculate the
lengths of the four seasons on Earth. Assuming e = 5/299, T = 1461/4 and the
value of the true anomaly θ at the vernal equinox is 3π/7, we calculate the lengths
of Winter and Spring as

t

(

3π

7

)

− t
(

−
π

14

)

≈ 88.995, t

(

13π

14

)

− t

(

3π

7

)

≈ 92.765,

respectively. If we maintain the values of the argument θ but flip the sign of
eccentricity (e Ô→ −e), then the two differences (upon evaluating t) would
correspond to the lengths of Summer (93.651) and Autumn (89.839),
respectively. Thus, the length of the “polar night” at the North (South) Pole is
178.83 (186.42).2 These calculations closely agree with the actual lengths of
seasons, which are subject to small alterations which order of magnitude matches
the (20 minutes) discrepancy between the tropical and the sidereal year along
with other lesser components of precession (and nutation) of the equinoxes, such
as the Chandler wobble [2], which we shall further discuss at the upcoming talk.

Formula (1), where the mean anomaly M expressed via the true anomaly θ,
is highly relevant for constructing “the rotating celestial sphere” [3], which pilot
version was publicly first ever presented by Takayuki Ohira in Moscow, Russia,
via a video communication from Yokohama, Japan, on April 2, 2017 [4].

References

[1] Hall A. Kepler’s Problem // The Analyst 10 (3), May 1883: 65-66. Available at
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2635832.

[2] Furuya M. & Chao B. F. Estimation of period and Q of the Chandler wobble //
Geophysical Journal International 127(3), 1996: 693-702.

[3] Adlaj S. The rotating celestial sphere. Available at http://www.ccas.ru/depart/

mechanics/TUMUS/Adlaj/CelSph.pdf.

[4] Ohira T. A presentation of the rotating celestial sphere (on April 2, 2017) via a
video communication at the First Open Junior Scientist Conference, Moscow, Russia.
Available at https://vk.com/public132056427.

2The Winter at the North Pole does not get nearly as cold as the Summer gets at the South

Pole, as consistently recorded and observed. The length of the “polar night” at the North Pole is

over a week shorter than its length at the South Pole (although the small eccentricity of Earth’s
orbit makes it visibly indistinguishably from a circle). No temperature lower than that recorded

at Mount McKinley, Alaska (−73.8
◦C) was ever recorded at the Northern Hemisphere of Earth.

Yet, the lowest temperature ever directly recorded at ground level on Earth is −89.2
◦C (184.0

K), which occurred at the Soviet Vostok Station in Antarctica on July 21, 1983.
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S-consistent difference approximations to PDEs

and a new such approximation to Navier-Stokes

equations

P.Amodio, Yu.A.Blinkov, V. P.Gerdt and R. La Scala

The quality of a numerical solution to a partial differential equation (PDE)
or to a system of PDEs obtained by the finite difference method is determined by
the underlying finite difference approximation (FDA) to the PDE(s). It is a chal-
lenging problem to construct a FDA which inherits or mimics at the discrete level
the fundamental properties of the original PDE(s) such as topology, symmetries,
conservation laws, maximum principle, etc. Such FDAs are called compatible or
mimetic (cf. [3]).

In [8], for linear PDE systems and regular (Cartesian) grids, the necessary
condition for compatibility of FDA, s(strong)-consistency, was established. This
condition admits an algorithmic verification via difference Gröbner bases. It was
generalized in [4] to polynomially-nonlinear systems of PDEs, and some related
aspects of difference algebra were studied in [7, 9].

Let F be a finite set of differential polynomials, {f = 0 | f ∈ F} be the

corresponding PDE system, F̃ be the set of difference polynomials such that set
{f̃ = 0 | f̃ ∈ F̃} forms a FDA to the PDE system on a chosen (regular) solution
grid. Then FDA is called s-consistent if

( ∀g̃ ∈ JF̃ K ) ( ∃g ∈ JF K ) [ g̃ is FDA to g ]

where JF̃ K and JF K is respectively the perfect difference ideal (cf. [10]) generated

by F̃ and the perfect differential ideal generated by F̃ .

By applying the approach of paper [6] to the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations describing the unsteady motion of an incompressible viscous liquid of
constant viscosity











f1 := ux + vy = 0 ,

f2 := ut + uux + vuy + px −
1

Re
∆u = 0 ,

f3 := vt + uvx + vvy + py −
1

Re
∆ v = 0 .

(1)
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2 P.Amodio, Yu.A.Blinkov, V. P.Gerdt and R. La Scala

where (u, v) is the velocity field, p is the pressure, the constant Re is the Reynolds
number, we constructed in [5] two s-consistent FDAs to (1). Below we refer to
these FDAs as to FDA2 and FDA3. In [1] we showed the numerical superiority
of FDA2 over two other FDAs that are not s-consistent. In doing so, we used the
exact solution [11] to (1)







u := 1− eλx cos(2πy) ,
v := λ

2π
eλx sin(2πy) ,

p := p0 −
1

2
e2λx .

(2)

and the grid with temporal spacing τ and the spatial spacing h for both x and y.
In this talk we consider the property of s-consistency for FDAa to PDEs,

describe its algorithmic verification and present a new FDA to the system (1) that
we constructed in [2] in the following way. We have started with a direct difference
approximation to the equations (1). In the conventional notations

un
j,k := u(nτ, xj, yk), vnj,k := v(nτ, xj, yk), pnj,k := p(nτ, xj, yk)

for the grid functions u, v, p such approximation reads

un
j+1,k − un

j−1,k

2h
+

vnj,k+1 − vnj,k−1

2h
= 0 ,

un+1

j,k − un
j,k

τ
+

(un
j+1,k)

2
− (un

j−1,k)
2

2h
+

vnj,k+1u
n
j,k+1 − vnj,k−1u

n
j,k−1

2h
+

pnj+1,k − pnj−1,k

2h

−

1

Re

(

un
j+1,k − 2un

j,k + un
j−1,k

h2
+

un
j,k+1 − 2un

j,k + un
j,k−1

h2

)

= 0 ,

vn+1

j,k − vnj,k

τ
+

(vnj,k+1)
2
− (vnj,k−1)

2

2h
+

un
j+1,kv

n
j+1,k − un

j−1,kv
n
j−1,k

2h
+

pnj,k+1 − pnj,k−1

2h

−

1

Re

(

vnj+1,k − 2vnj,k + vnj−1,k

h2
+

vnj,k+1 − 2vnj,k + vnj,k−1

h2

)

= 0 .

(3)

Aiming to obtain a time-independent equation with linear leading monomial
in the variable p in order to solve numerically the FDA, we have performed a
difference Gröbner basis computation with pure lexicographic ordering with p >
u > v and ∂t > ∂x > ∂y. We have obtained then a finite difference Gröbner basis
consisting of 5 elements where we have found an equation of the required form

pn
j+2,k

− 2pn
j,k

+ pn
j−2,k

4h2
+

pn
j,k+2

− 2pn
j,k

+ pn
j,k−2

4h2

+
(un

j+2,k
)2 − 2(un

j,k
)2 + (un

j−2,k
)2

4h2
+

(vn
j,k+2

)2 − 2(vn
j,k

)2 + (vn
j,k−2

)2

4h2

+ 2
un
j+1,k+1

vn
j+1,k+1

− un
j+1,k−1

vn
j+1,k−1

− un
j−1,k+1

vn
j−1,k+1

+ un
j−1,k−1

vn
j−1,k−1

4h2

+
2

Re

−un
j+2,k

+ 4un
j+1,k

− 4un
j−1,k

+ un
j−2,k

− un
j+1,k+1

− un
j+1,k−1

+ un
j−1,k+1

+ un
j−1,k−1

4h3

+
2

Re

−vn
j,k+2

+ 4vn
j,k+1

− 4vn
j,k−1

+ vn
j,k−2

− vn
j+1,k+1

− vn
j−1,k+1

+ vn
j+1,k−1

+ vn
j−1,k−1

4h3
= 0 .

(4)
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S-consistent approximations to NS Equations 3

Figure 1. Dynamics of numerical error

It is interesting to note that this computer-generated difference equation is
in fact the approximation of the following differential equation

(pxx + pyy) + 2(u2

x + uxvy + uyvx + v2y + u(uxx + vxy) + v(uxy + vyy))+

−
1

Re
(uxxx + uxyy + vxxy + 6vyyy) = 0.

One can check that this equation belongs to the differential ideal generated by
the Navier-Stokes equations (1) which provides the s-consistency of a new scheme
FDA1 that we have obtained by joining the equation (4) to the system (3).

Figure 1 demonstrates dynamics of the numerical errors in computation of
pressure p for the three difference approximations, FDA1 and two s-consistent
FDAs (FDA2 and FDA3) constructed in [5], and for the Cauchy problem with
initial data taken according to (2). As one can see from the figure, the numerical
behavior of FDA1 is much better than that of FDA2 and FDA3. In doing so, FDA3
reveals instability. The errors in u and v have similar behavior.
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Global Parametrizations and Local Expansions of

One Real Variety with Boundary

Alexander Batkhin

Abstract. An algebraic variety Ω in R
3 is studied that plays an important

role in the investigation of the normalized Ricci flow on generalized Wallach
spaces related to invariant Einstein metrics. A procedure for obtaining a set of
global parametric representations of the variety Ω is described, which is based
on the use of the intersection of this variety with the discriminant set of an
auxiliary cubic polynomial as the axis of parameterization. For this purpose,
elimination theory and computer algebra are used. Obtained parametrizations
are not valid at the finite set of a parameter and in this case we provide local
expansions of the variety near its singular points.

Introduction

A three-parameter family of special homogeneous spaces was studied from the
viewpoint of the normalized Ricci flow. In this case, the Ricci flow determines
the evolution of invariant (homogeneous) Riemann metrics on the homogeneous
Wallach spaces. The equation of the normalized Ricci flow is reduced to a system of
two ordinary differential equations with three parameters (see [1] and the references
in it for details), and the singular points of this system are associated with invariant
Einstein metrics.

We investigate a set Ω, which is defined by zeroes of the polynomial
Q∗(a1, a2, a3) ≡ Q(s1, s2, s3) = 0, where

Q
def
=(2s1 + 4s3 − 1)(64s51 − 64s41 + 8s31 + 240s21s3 − 1536s1s

2
3−

− 4096s33 + 12s21 − 240s1s3 + 768s23 − 6s1 + 60s3 + 1)−

− 8s1s2(2s1 + 4s3 − 1)(2s1 − 32s3 − 1)(10s1 + 32s3 − 5)−

− 16s21s
2
2(52s

2
1 + 640s1s3 + 1024s23 − 52s1 − 320s3 + 13)+

+ 64(2s1 − 1)s32(2s1 − 32s3 − 1) + 2048s1(2s1 − 1)s42.

(1)
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2 Alexander Batkhin

Here s1, s2, s3 are the symmetric polynomials defined, respectively, as

s1 = a1 + a2 + a3, s2 = a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3, s3 = a1a2a3.

In [2] all singular points of Ω∗ were found, and a qualitative description of
all the components of it and their mutual positions was given.

A global parametrization of the variety can be useful in many cases:

• for the analysis of the intersection of a pair of varieties;
• for obtaining a local expansion of the variety at a point;
• for the visualization of varieties or their projections and so on.

In [3] a set of global rational parametrizations of the variety Ω was constructed.

Definition 1. An analytical description of the variety Ω in terms of the variables si
is called an s-representation, and in terms of the variables ai an a-representation.

1. Obtaining global parametrization of Ω

The procedure of obtaining global parametrization is described in details in [3].
Here we give the key points of it.

The zeroes of polynomial (1) provide the s-representation of Ω only when the
auxiliary cubic polynomial χ(y) with the coefficients s

χ(y)
def
= y3 − s1y

2 + s2y − s3 (2)

has three real zeroes.

Proposition 1. The polynomial χ(y) has only real searoes iff its coefficients s satisfy
the inequality D(χ) ≥ 0, where

D(χ) = −4s31s3 + s21s
2
2 + 18s1s2s3 − 4s32 − 27s23 (3)

is the discriminant of (2).

The discriminant surface D(χ) = {s : D(χ) = 0} divides the coefficient space
Π of χ(y) into two domains and, as was shown in [4], it allows the polynomial
parametrization

D(χ) : {s1 = 2t1 + t2, s2 = t21 + 2t1t2, s3 = t21t2}.

So, to get the parametrization of the variety Ω∗ in a variables one has to
compute the parametrization of those part of the variety Ω in s, where polynomial
χ(y) has three real zeroes, i.e. to compute parametrization for real variety with
boundary.

The variety Ω intersects the discriminant surface D(χ) along three one-
dimensional varieties denoted by Zi, i = 1, 2, 3. These varieties are rational curves
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in the parameter space Π with parametrizations

Z1 :
{
s1 = 2t1 − 1/2, s2 = t21 − t1, s3 = −t21/2

}
,

Z2 :
{
s1 = −

u2 + u+ 1

2u
, s2 =

1− 4u2(u+ 1)2

4u
, s3 =

(2u2 + 2u+ 1)2(u+ 1)

32u2

}
,

Z3 :
{
s1 =

16u3 − 1

2 (8u2 − 1)
, s2 =

u
(
8u3 − 3u+ 1

)

8u2 − 1
, s3 = −

u
(
16u3 − 4u+ 1

)

2 (8u2 − 1)

}
.

The varieties Zi, i = 1, 2, 3, intersect (or touch) at singular points P
(k)
i
of the set

Ω (see [2, 3] for details) and they are shown in Fig. 1.

D(1)(χ)

Z3

Z3

Z3

Z2 Z2

Z1

P
(3)
3,4,5P

(3)
2

P
(3)
1

P
(1)
1,2,3

−1.5

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

−1 0 1

t2

t1

Figure 1. Varieties Zi, i = 1, 2, 3 and singular points P
(k)
i

on
the plain (t1, t2).

The following approach for parametrization of the set Ω is proposed.

1. Choose one of the varieties Zi and change the variables in such way that
the new coordinates S = (S1, S2, S3) give the deviation from this variety; let

Q̃i(S) = 0 be the equation of Ω in the new variables S.
2. Determine the set S of the parameter’s S1 = const values such that a curve

F :
{
Q̃i(S2, S3) = 0

}
is reducible; such values are called critical.
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4 Alexander Batkhin

3. Let for each fixed value of the parameter S1 6∈ S the irreducible algebraic
curve Fi admits parametrization

Fi : {S2 = ϕ(S1, t), S3 = ψ(S1, t)} . (4)

Parameter t is chosen such that for t = 0 vector (S1, ϕ(S1, 0), ψ(S1, 0)) pro-
vides the parametrization of variety Zi.

4. Substitute parametrization (4) into (3) and find interval on which the in-
equality D(S1, t) ≥ 0 holds.

For each variety Zi, i = 1, 2, 3, the above procedure was applied and three
rational parametrizations were obtained [3]. They are not valid for s1 ∈ S ≡
{−3/2, 0, 1/2, 3/4} as at these values of parameter s1 the polynomial (1) can be
factorized into factors. Each of these factors gives the rational curve in the param-
eter space Π. Along each of these curves local expansions of the variety Ω were
computed by algorithms of Power Geometry [5].

Finally, the parametrization of Ω∗ in a-representation can be obtained with
roots’ formula of cubic equation for the casus irreducibilis.
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Estimates on the semi-meandric crossing number

of classical knots

Yury Belousov and Andrei Malyutin

Abstract. A plane diagram D of a knot is said to be semi-meandric if D is
the union of two simple smooth arcs. Every tame knot has a semi-meandric
diagram. We use this fact to define a new knot invariant: the semi-meandric
crossing number. Applying the technique of Gauss Codes and a specific algo-
rithm transforming arbitrary knot diagrams to semi-meandric ones we obtain
estimates on this invariant.

Introduction

Definition 1. A smooth closed plane curve is called semi-meandric if it is the union
of two simple smooth arcs (an arc is called simple if it is non-self-intersecting).

Theorem 1. Every tame knot has a semi-meandric diagram.

Proof. It is shown in [1] that a knot which is dyed with two different colours can
be projected on a plane without crossing strands of the same colour. Clearly, such
projection gives us a semi-meandric diagram. �

Remark 1. The approach developed in [1] is based on braid theory. We use a
different approach, which gives another proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 allows us to define a new knot invariant: the semi-meandric cross-
ing number.

Definition 2. Recall that the crossing number of a knot K (denoted Cr(K)) is the
smallest number of crossings in any diagram of K. We define the semi-meandric

crossing number of K (denoted Crs(K)) as the smallest number of crossings in
any semi-meandric diagram of K.

The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project n. 17-01-00128 A.
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Theorem 2. For each tame knot K, the following inequalities hold

Cr(K) ≤ Crs(K) < (
√
3)Cr(K).

Our proof of Theorem 2 is based on properties of Gauss Codes and on the
algorithm presented below, which transforms arbitrary knot diagrams to semi-
meandric ones.

Obtaining semi-meandric diagrams

Given a diagram D of a knot K, we obtain a semi-meandric diagram of K using
the following algorithm.

1. We choose a simple arc J in D such that no endpoint of J is an intersection
point of D (the interior of J is allowed to contain intersection points of D).

2. We choose an endpoint s of J and start walking along D from s until we
find the first intersection point x of D that does not belong to J . (We may
intersect J while traveling from s to x.) Denote the path connecting s and x

by [s, x].
3. We transform D by „pulling“ x along [s, x]. This transformation decreases

the number of intersection points that are not in J , while new intersection
points of D appear on J .

4. Until our diagram is not semi-meandric, repeat steps 2 and 3.

Observe that each time, when choosing an endpoint s of J at step 2, we have
two possibilities. So, if D has n intersection points (before the first transformation)
and J contains m of them, then we have 2n−m possible final states of our diagram.
If we use greedy algorithm and minimize the number of intersection points each
time at step 2, then properties of Gauss Codes imply that double implementation
of above procedure at most triples the number of intersection points on J . In other
words, we prove that amongst four possible ways of decreasing by two the number
of intersection points that are not in J , there exists at least one way where the
number of intersection points of D in J at most triples.

Gauss Codes

Definition 3. The Gauss Code of a diagram D of a knot is obtained as follows:

• Label the intersection points of D with integers from 1 to n, where n is the
number of this points.

• Start „walking“ along D, taking note of the labels of the intersection points
we have gone through. If in a given intersection point we cross on the „over“
strand, write down the label of this point. Otherwise, we write down the
negative of the label of the intersection point.

Remark 2. In terms of Gauss Codes, we can give an alternative definition of semi-
meandric diagrams. A diagram with n intersection points is semi-meandric if and
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only if its cycled Gauss Code splits in two „connected“ parts such that the absolute
values of elements in each part is precisely all numbers from 1 to n.

Remark 3. The algorithm from the previous section can be rewritten in terms of
Gauss Codes. This allows us to make its exact implementation.
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Solving the Polynomial Equations

by Algorithms of Power Geometry

Alexander Bruno

Abstract. New methods for computation of solutions of an algebraic equation
of three variables near a critical point are proposed. These methods are: New-
ton polyhedron, power transformations, new versions of the implicit function
theorem and uniformization of a planar algebraic curve. We begin from a sur-
vey of the new methods of computation of solutions of an algebraic equation
of one and of two variables by means of the Hadamard polygon and Hadamard
polyhedron. That approach works for differential equations (ordinary and par-
tial) as well.

Introduction

We consider the polynomial equation p(X) = 0, where X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
n or

C
n and coefficients of p are from R or C. We search its global solution in the whole
space as well as its local solutions near its singular points X0.

1. Global solutions

1a) If n = 1, solutions are several points. Using the Hadamard open polygon [1], [2,
Part I, Ch. IV, Sect. 2.1], we obtain truncated equations p̌j(X) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
which are easily solved, and they give approximated roots of the initial polynomial
p(X). We can compute roots more precisely by the Newton method.

1b) If n = 2, solutions form an algebraic curve f . Sometimes solutions to the
equation p(X) = 0 are known as functions x1 = ϕ(t), x2 = ψ(t). It is so, if the
genus of the curve f is not big or if the polynomial p(X) has rather big group of
symmetries (i.e. birational automorphisms). Using the Hadamard polyhedron [3],
we divide the space into m several pieces Wj , j = 1, . . . ,m, and find the truncated
simple polynomials p̌j(X), j = 1, . . . ,m, which are the main parts of the initial
polynomial p(X) in the corresponding piecesWj . Usually the truncated polynomial
p̌j(X) has a lot of symmetries and it has an uniformization x1 = ϕj(t), x2 = ψj(t)
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of its roots. It gives the approximate parametrization of the curve f in the piece
Wj . That parametrization can be made more accurate by the Newton method. So,
we obtain m different approximate uniformizations in m pieces Wj .

1c) If n > 2 we can apply the similar method and can obtain several para-
metrizations in several pieces Wj of the whole space.

2. Local solutions

Near the critical point X0 we can construct the Newton polyhedron [4] and can
obtain several truncated polynomials p̂j(X). Considering their solutions as the
first approximations, we can continue them as the asymptotic expansions for each
branch. Sometimes for that we need the global solutions of a polynomial equa-
tion with dimension n′ < n and transformations of the solutions into coordinate
subspaces.

That approach works for differential equations (ordinary and partial) as well.
In the survey [5] there are several nontrivial applications.
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Further Algebraization of Differential Equations

and Applications

Alexander Bruno

Abstract. We propose a method of calculation of differential equations for
coefficients of the complicated expansions of solutions to a differential equa-
tion. The method uses the higher variations. It was applied to the Painlevé
equations.

1. General situation

The Taylor series gives expansions of values of a polynomial using higher deriva-
tives. I propose to use similar expansions of values of a differential polynomial
using higher variations, i.e. the Freche/Gato derivatives.

2. Ordinary differential equations

Some ordinary differential equations have asymptotic expansions of solutions as
a power series which coefficients are the Laurent series of logarithms (so called
complicated expansions or psi-series). The mentioned approach allows to calculate
differential equations for each such coefficient separately using higher variations of
parts of the initial equation. These equations for coefficients can be solved by the
known methods. But sometimes the coefficients are polynomials instead of to be
Laurent series.

3. Painlevé equations

Among six Painlevé equations three of them have such complicated expansions of
solutions: P3, P5 and P6. Their first coefficients are polynomials of logarithms. In
examples 3 and 4 of [1] there were computed some second coefficients for P3 and
P6. They are polynomials. Recently I computed all second coefficients for P3 and
P6. All of them are polynomials. Now I computed the third coefficients for P3 and
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P6. They are polynomials only under some restrictions on four parameters of the
equations in form of polynomial equations. Sometimes the third coefficients are
not polynomial at all.
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Abstract

Consider a system of polynomial equations with parametric coefficients over

an arbitrary ground field. We show that the variety of parameters can be rep-

resented as union of strata. Each stratum is a quasiprojective algebraic variety

with the degree bounded from above by a subexponential function in the size of

the input data. Also the number of strata is subexponential in the size of the

input data. This solves a long standing problem to avoid double exponential

growth of coefficients for this problem.

Let k be an arbitrary field containing sufficiently many elements with the
characteristic exponent p. Let ν > 0 be an integer. Let a1, . . . , aν be a family
of independent variables (or parameters) over k. Denote by A

ν(k) the affine
space of parameters with the coordinate functions a1, . . . , aν (in a more general
situation one can consider an algebraic variety of parameters V ⊂ A

ν(k) but
this case is easily reduced to the particular one: V = A

ν(k)).
Let m,n > 1 be integers. Let f0, . . . fm−1 ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , X0, . . . , Xn] be

homogeneous with respect to X0, . . . , Xn polynomials. Assume that the degrees

degX1,...,Xn
fi = di 6 d, dega1,...,aν

f 6 d′ (1)

for some integers d0, . . . , dm−1 > 0 and d, d′ > 2. Let a∗ = (a∗1, . . . , a
∗

ν) ∈
A

ν(k) Denote by Va∗ ⊂ P
n(k) the variety of all the solutions of the system of

polynomial equations

f0(a
∗

1, . . . , a
∗

ν , X0, . . . , Xn) = . . . = fm−1(a
∗

1, . . . , a
∗

ν , X0, . . . , Xn) = 0.

Let −1 6 c 6 n be an integer. Denote by Uc the subset of all a∗ ∈ A
ν(k) such

that the dimension dimVa∗ 6 c. One can prove that it is an open in the Zariski
topology subset of Aν(k). For every point a∗ ∈ Uc for every integer 0 6 s 6 c
denote by Va∗,s the union of all irreducible components W of the variety Va∗

such that the dimension dimW = s.

Key words and phrases: parametric coefficients, stratifications, absolutely irreducible com-

ponents, solving polynomial systems.

UDK 513.6+518.5; 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 14Q15.
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Consider the problem to represent the set of parameters

Uc =
⋃

α∈A

Wα (2)

as a union of a finite number, i.e., #A < +∞, of quasiprojective algebraic
varieties Wα satisfying the following properties. For every α ∈ A for all a∗ =
(a∗1, . . . , a

∗

ν) ∈ Wα the variety of solutions Va∗ is given uniformly, i.e., by some
algebraic formulas (similarly to [2], see below for details) everywhere defined on
Wα and depending on a∗1, . . . , a

∗

ν as parameters.
For an arbitrary polynomial f ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , X0, . . . , Xn] and a point a∗ =

(a∗1, . . . , a
∗

ν) ∈ A
ν(k) we shall write f(a∗, X0, . . . , Xn) = f(a∗1, . . . , a

∗

ν , X0, . . . , Xn)
and use other similar notations. We shall write Va∗ = Z(fi(a

∗, X0, . . . , Xn), 0 6

i 6 m − 1). Here Z(fi(a
∗, X0, . . . , Xn), 0 6 i 6 m − 1) denotes the set of all

common zeroes of the considered polynomials in P
n(k). We will use also other

analogous notations. In what follows all the constants in O(. . .) are absolute.
All the linear forms Yi, Yi,v from the described below construction can be chosen
with coefficients of length, say, O(n2 log2 d) in any subring of k with sufficiently
many elements.

Now we are going to give the precise meaning to the uniformity of algebraic
formulas related to (2). Namely the following properties hold true.

(i) For every α ∈ A the variety Wα 6= ∅. For all α1, α2 ∈ A if α1 6= α2 then
Wα1

∩Wα2
= ∅, i.e., these varieties Wα are pairwise disjoint; so we shall

call them strata and union (2) is a stratification.

(ii) One can represent

Wα =W(1)
α \

⋃

26β6µα

W(β)
α

where each W
(β)
α = Z(ψ

(β)
α,1, . . . , ψ

(β)
α,mα,β ), 1 6 β 6 µα, is the set of all

common zeroes of the polynomials ψ
(β)
α,1, . . . , ψ

(β)
α,mα,β ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν ] in the

affine space A
ν(k), mα,β > 1 is an integer.

For every α ∈ A for every integer 0 6 s 6 c there are linear forms Y0, . . . , Ys+1 ∈
k[X0, . . . , Xn] (depending on α and s) satisfying the following properties.

(iii) For every a∗ ∈ Wα the intersection Va∗,s ∩ Z(Y0, . . . , Ys) = ∅ in P
n(k).

(iv) Let ρ = 0 if p = 1 and otherwise ρ = logp d
n−s. For every integer 0 6

r 6 ρ there is a nonzero polynomial Φα,s,r ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , Y0, . . . , Ys+1]
homogeneous with respect to Y0, . . . , Ys+1 such that for every a∗ ∈ Wα

the degree

0 6 degY0,...,Ys+1
Φα,s,r = degYs+1

Φα,s,r(a
∗, Y0, . . . , Ys+1) 6 dn−s/pr,

the leading coefficient lcYs+1
Φα,s,r ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν ], and the polynomial∏

06r6ρ Φα,s,r(a
∗, Y pr

0 , . . . , Y pr

s+1) vanishes on the projective algebraic va-
riety Va∗,s. Finally denote by ∆α,s,r the discriminant of the polynomial
Φα,s,r with respect to Ys+1 (by definition ∆α,s,r = 1 if degYs+1

Φα,s,r = 0).
Then for every a∗ ∈ Wα the polynomial ∆α,s,r(a

∗, Y0, . . . , Ys) 6= 0.
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mials Hj ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , Z], j ∈ Jα,s,r, satisfying the following properties.
The degree 1 6 degZ Hj 6 dn−s. Denote by ∆j the discriminant of the
polynomial ∆j with respect to Z. Then ∆j(a

∗) 6= 0 for every a∗ ∈ Wα.
Denote by Ξj,a∗ the family of roots from k of the separable polynomial
Hj(a

∗, Z). We assume that the sets of indices Jα,s,r are pairwise disjoint.

(vi) There is a family of polynomials Φα,s,j ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , Z, Y0, . . . , Ys+1], j ∈
Jα,s,r, and polynomials λ0, λ1 ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν ] (they depend on α, s, r) sat-
isfying the following properties. For every a∗ ∈ Wα the polynomials Φα,s,j

are homogeneous with respect to Y0, . . . , Ys+1, the degree degZ Φα,s,j <
degZ Hj , the leading coefficient lcYs+1

Φα,s,j ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν ], all the poly-
nomials Φα,s,j(a

∗, ξ, Y0, . . . , Ys+1), ξ ∈ Ξj,a∗ , j ∈ Jα,s,r, are irreducible
over k in the ring k[X0, . . . , Xn], λ0(a

∗) 6= 0, λ1(a
∗) 6= 0 and

Φα,s,r(a
∗, Y0, . . . , Ys+1) =

λ0(a
∗)

λ1(a∗)

∏

j∈Jα,s,r, ξ∈Ξj,a∗

Φα,s,j(a
∗, ξ, Y0, . . . , Ys+1).

Hence degY0,...,Ys+1
Φα,s,j 6 degY0,...,Ys+1

Φα,s,r 6 dn−s/pr.

(vii) For every a∗ ∈ Wα the irreducible over k components of the projective
algebraic variety Va∗,s are in the natural one–to–one correspondence with
pairs (ξ, j) where ξ ∈ Ξj,a∗ , j ∈ Jα,s,r, 0 6 r 6 ρ. Denote by Wj,a∗,ξ the
irreducible over k component of the algebraic variety Va∗,s corresponding
to the pair (ξ, j). We have degWj,a∗,ξ = degYs+1

Φα,s,j .

(viii) Let Y and Z be variables, t1, . . . , ts be a family of algebraically indepen-

dent elements over k, the element j ∈ Jα,s,r and Φα,s,j(a
∗, ξ, 1, tp

r

1 , . . . , t
pr

s ,
θp

r

) = 0. Then there are polynomials Dj ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , t1, . . . , ts], Dj,i ∈
k[a1, . . . , aν , Z, t1, . . . , ts, Y ], 0 6 i 6 n, satisfying the following proper-
ties. The polynomial Dj(a

∗, t1, . . . , ts) 6= 0 for every a∗ ∈ Wα, the degrees
degZ Dj,i < degZ Hj , degY Dj,i < degYs+1

Φα,s,j and all degt1,...,ts Dj ,

degt1,...,ts Dj,i are bounded from above by dO(n−s). Further there is a k-

isomorphism of fields k(Wj,a∗,ξ) → k(t1, . . . , ts)[θ] such that Yi/Y0 7→ ti,
1 6 i 6 s, Ys+1/Y0 7→ θ,

(Xi/Y0)
pr

7→ Dj,i(a
∗, ξ, tp

r

1 , . . . , t
pr

s , θ
pr

)/Dj(a
∗, tp

r

1 , . . . , t
pr

s ), 0 6 i 6 n.

Hence this isomorphism gives a generic point of the algebraic variety
Wj,a∗,ξ.

(ix) There is a finite family of linear forms Yi,v ∈ k[X0, . . . , Xn], i ∈ Iα,s,
0 6 v 6 s + 2, depending only on α, s and satisfying the following prop-
erties. For every i ∈ Iα,s for every 0 6 v 6 s the linear form Yi,v = Yv.
Further for every j ∈ Jα,s,r, 0 6 r 6 ρ, i ∈ Iα,s there is a family of poly-
nomials Ψα,s,j,i,w ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , Z, Yi,0, . . . , Yi,s+2], w ∈ Iα,s,j,i, homoge-
neous with respect to Yi,0, . . . , Yi,s+2 and satisfying the following condi-
tions. The degrees degZ Ψα,s,j,i,w < degZ Hj , degYi,0,...,Yi,s+2

Ψα,s,j,i,w 6

degYs+1
Φα,s,j , finally for every point a∗ ∈ Wα the projective algebraic

variety

Wj,a∗,ξ = Z(Ψα,s,j,i,w(a
∗, ξ, Y pr

i,0 , . . . , Y
pr

i,s+2), w ∈ Iα,s,j,i, i ∈ Iα,s) (3)
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in P
n(k) and the number of elements #Iα,s = dO(n−s), #Iα,s,j,i 6 dn−s/pr

for all α, s, j, i. So (3) gives a system of homogeneous polynomial equations
determining the algebraic variety Wj,a∗,ξ.

Now we able to formulate our main result.

THEOREM 1 Let f0, . . . , fm−1 ∈ k[a1, . . . , aν , X1, . . . , Xn] and Uc be as above.
Then there is a stratification (2) satisfying the properties (i)–(ix) and such that

(a) the number of elements #A and all the integers µα, mα,β are bounded
from above by (d′)νdO(nν) with an absolute constant in O(nν),

(b) the degrees with respect to a1, . . . , aν of all the polynomials ψ
(β)
α,1, . . . , ψ

(β)
α,mα,β ,

Φα,s,r, Hj, Φα,s,j, λ0, λ1, Dj, Dj,i, Ψα,s,j,i,w are bounded from above by
d′dO(n) with an absolute constant in O(n).

The proof of this theorem is based on the algorithm from [2] with some modi-
fications and the results of [5], [6], see also [3], [4]. For the considered problem
previously known estimates for degrees were double-exponential, cf. [1], [7].
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The greedy sequences of Young diagrams pro-

duced by Markov processes on 2D and 3D Young

graphs

Vasilii Duzhin and Nikolay Vasilyev

There are many properties important for asymptotic combinatorics and as-
ymptotic representation theory which can be described by special Markov pro-
cesses on such graded graphs. In particular, there is the Plancherel process [1]
where probabilities of diagrams are directly proportional to the square of the
number of paths to the diagram, i.e. the dimension of the diagram.

We present the results of computer investigations of special so-called greedy
sequences of two- and three-dimensional Young diagrams. Such sequences cor-
respond to Markov processes on graded graphs and present infinite paths with
maximum transition probability for each step. Our papers [2, 3, 4] were devoted
to studying these sequences for Plancherel Markov processes on two-dimensional
Young and Schur graphs.

In this work we continue this investigation and generalize it to the case of
Markov processes on three-dimensional Young graph. We discuss the probability
distribution on the limit front of diagrams from the greedy sequence. This dis-
tribution has an interesting resonant structure. We also consider some problems
related to the investigation of limit shape of diagrams from the greedy seqence
discussed in [5].
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On Matveev’s question about virtual 3-manifolds

E.A. Fominykh, A.V. Malyutin, and A.Yu. Vesnin

Abstract. S.V. Matveev introduced the concept of virtual 3-manifolds and
posed a problem, whether the natural map from the set of nondegenerate vir-
tual 3-manifolds to the set of 3-manifolds with RP

2-singularities is injective.
We show that this map is not injective and present an infinite family of virtual
3-manifolds corresponding to the same 3-manifold with RP

2-singularities.

Matveev’s virtual 3-manifolds can be naturally defined either in terms of
spines or in the ‘dual’ language of singular triangulations. Contrary to the original
definition via spines, we start with triangulations.

Face identification schemes. Let n be a positive integer, let D = {∆1, . . . ,∆n} be
a set of n disjoint tetrahedra, and let Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ2n) be a collection of 2n affine
homeomorphisms between the facets (i. e., triangular faces) of tetrahedra in D
such that each facet has a unique counterpart. Following [Mat03, p. 11], we refer
to the pair (D,Φ) as to a face identification scheme (a scheme). The quotient space
Q := Q(D,Φ) of the scheme (D,Φ) is defined as the space obtained from D by
identification of faces via the homeomorphisms in Φ. For any scheme, Q is either
a genuine or a singular 3-manifold (see [Sei33] or [Mat03, Proposition 1.1.23]). All
singular points of Q correspond either to vertices or to barycenters of edges of
the tetrahedra in D. The latter happens if the quotient map folds an edge so that
symmetric points (with respect to the barycenter of the edge) have the same image.
If a singularity point x in Q corresponds to the barycenter of an edge, then the link
of x is himeomorphic to the projective plane RP 2, i. e., x is an RP 2-singularity.

Pseudo-Pachner move. In Euclidean three-space, let P be the convex hull of five
points that are in general position. Assume that P is not a tetrahedron. Then P
is the union of two geometric tetrahedra (∆1 and ∆2, say) and at the same time
P is the union of three geometric tetrahedra with disjoint interiors (∆3, ∆4, and
∆5, say). Let

τ = ∂∆1 ∪ ∂∆2 and τ ′ = ∂∆3 ∪ ∂∆4 ∪ ∂∆5.

Supported by RFBR grant 16-01-00609.
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If Q := Q(D,Φ) is the quotient space of the scheme (D,Φ), we denote by
σ(Q) the image in Q of boundaries of tetrahedra in D (2-skeleton of (D,Φ)).

We say that two schemes (D,Φ) and (D′,Φ′) are related by a pseudo-Pachner

move if there exists a homeomorphism h : Q → Q′ between the quotient spaces
Q := Q(D,Φ) and Q′ := Q(D′,Φ′) and a map f : P → Q′ such that

– the restriction of f to the interior of P is an embedding;

– h(σ(Q)) ∩ f(P ) = f(τ) and σ(Q′) ∩ f(P ) = f(τ ′);

– h(σ(Q)) \ f(P ) = σ(Q′) \ f(P ), that is, h(σ(Q)) and σ(Q′) do coincide
outside f(P ).

Definition. Virtual 3-manifolds. We say that two face identification schemes are
equivalent if they are related by a chain of pseudo-Pachner moves. A virtual 3-
manifold is an equivalence class of schemes. We say that a virtual 3-manifold
is degenerate if it corresponds to a scheme with precisely one tetrahedron.

Truncated quotient spaces as underlying spaces of virtual 3-manifolds. The trun-
cated quotient space Qt := Qt(D,Φ) of the scheme (D,Φ) is defined as the space
obtained from the quotient space Q := Q(D,Φ) by deleting small open proper
neighborhoods of points in Q that are images of vertices of the tetrahedra in D.
Truncated quotient spaces of equivalent schemes are obviously homeomorphic. By
the underlying space Qt(V ) of a virtual 3-manifold V we will mean the truncated
quotient space of schemes in V . Thus, the underlying space of a virtual 3-manifold
is a 3-manifold with RP 2-singularities.1 The following facts follow from key results
of the special spine theory (see [Mat03, Mat09]).

Corollary 1. (1) Each compact connected 3-manifold M with RP 2-singularities

and nonempty boundary is the underlying space of a virtual 3-manifold.

(2) If M is, moreover, genuine, then it is the underlying space of a unique non-

degenerate virtual 3-manifold.

Problem. The following natural question arises (see [Mat09]). Do the second state-
ments of Corollary 1 holds for 3-manifolds with RP 2-singularities? That is, are
there distinct nondegenerate virtual 3-manifolds with the same connected under-
lying space?

We present the following theorem that answers the question above.

Theorem 1. The cone C(RP 2) = (RP 2 × [0, 1])/(RP 2 × {0}) over the projective

plane RP 2 is the underlying space for an infinite number of pairwise distinct virtual

3-manifolds.

In order to explain the idea of the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce the
concepts of 3-manifolds with traced RP 2-singularities.

1A compact three-dimensional polyhedron W is called a 3-manifold with RP
2-singularities if

the link of any point of W is either a 2-sphere, or a 2-disc, or RP
2.
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3-manifolds with traced RP 2-singularities. A 3-manifold with traced RP 2-singu-

larities is a pair (W, I), where W is a 3-manifold with RP 2-singularities and I is
a subpolyhedron of W with the following properties:

– I is a disjoint union of arcs (these arcs are called traces),
– the number of components in I equals the number of singular points in W ,
– each component of I emanates from the boundary of W and ends at a

singularity point of W .

We describe two interpretations for 3-manifolds with tracedRP 2-singularities.

3-manifolds with Möbius singularities. We say that a compact 3-dimensional poly-
hedron W is a 3-manifold with Möbius singularities if the link of any point of W
is either a 2-sphere, or a 2-disc, or a Möbius band. (The set of points of W whose
links are 2-discs or Möbius bands form the boundary ∂W of W , so that the sin-
gularities of W are contained in its boundary.) Collapsing traces to points, we see
that the set of 3-manifold with traced RP 2-singularities is in a natural one-to-one
correspondence with the set of 3-manifolds with Möbius singularities.

3-manifolds decorated with orientation-reversing curves. A closed simple curve γ
on a surface is orientation-reversing if a tubular neighbourhood of γ is a Möbius
band. If W is a genuine 3-manifold and C is a collection of closed simple pair-
wise disjoint orientation-reversing curves on the boundary ∂W , then collapsing
each curve in C to a point transforms W to a 3-manifolds with Möbius singu-
larities (each curve of C gives a singularity point). Thus, the set of 3-manifolds
equipped with orientation-reversing curves is another interpretation for the set of
3-manifolds with traced RP 2-singularities.

From virtual 3-manifolds to 3-manifolds with traced RP 2-singularities. Each vir-
tual 3-manifold is naturally assigned with a 3-manifold with traced RP 2-singu-
larities. Indeed, observe that all singular points of the truncated quotient space
Qt := Qt(D,Φ) of the scheme (D,Φ) are RP 2-singular points corresponding to
barycenters of edges of the tetrahedra of D. The quotient map folds the edges
that give singular points so that symmetric points (with respect to the barycen-
ters) of each such folding edge have the same image. We observe that the pair
(Qt, I), where I is the image in Qt of all folding edges, is a 3-manifold with
traced RP 2-singularities. The described correspondence (D,Φ) 7→ (Qt, I) asso-
ciates a 3-manifold with traced RP 2-singularities to each scheme. Now, observe
that any pseudo-Pachner move changes neither Qt nor the subset in Qt formed by
the images of folding edges, so that equivalent schemes yield the same 3-manifold
with traced RP 2-singularities. This gives a map (which we denote by F ) from the
set of virtual 3-manifolds to the set of 3-manifolds with traced RP 2-singularities.
Note that by construction, forgetting the traces in F (V ), where V is a virtual
3-manifold, converts F (V ) to the underlying space of V .

Theorem 2. If (M, I) is a compact connected 3-manifold with traced RP 2-singula-

rities and nonempty boundary, then there exists a virtual 3-manifold V such that

F (V ) = (M, I).
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Lemma 1. The cone C(RP 2) = (RP 2×[0, 1])/(RP 2×{0}) over the projective plane
RP 2 is the base space for an infinite number of pairwise distinct 3-manifolds with

traced RP 2-singularities. In other words, the singularity point in C(RP 2) can be

traced in an infinite number of pairwise nonequivalent ways.

Ideas of proofs. Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1.
Theorem 2 can be proved in terms of special spine theory on the base of

results established in [Mat03]. Given a compact connected 3-manifold with traced
RP 2-singularities (M, I), we delete from M open proper neighbourhoods of I.
The obtained genuine 3-manifoldMI ⊂ M possesses a special spine S (see [Cas65]
or [Mat03, Theorem 1.1.13]). Observe that ∂MI \∂M is the union of disjoint open
Möbius bands. Let C ⊂ ∂MI be the union of center curves of these Möbius bands.
A natural retraction p : MI → S sends C to a collection of curves on S. We attach
to S new unthickenable 2-cells along p(C) and show that the obtained special
polyhedron represents a virtual 3-manifold V with F (V ) = (M, I).

In order to prove Lemma 1, consider ‘knotted’ traces and use the branched
double covering of C(RP 2) by the 3-ball (ramified over the singularity point). �
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On computer modeling of finite-generated free pro-

jective planes

Gogin Nikita and Mylläri Aleksandr

Abstract. This paper is devoted to computer modeling of the process of con-
structing free projective planes - more precisely, to algorithmically finding
their successive incidence matrices - and also to considering some numerical
characteristics of these matrices.

Introduction

Free projective planes were first introduced by M. Hall in his fundamental paper [1]
where he considered their basic properties. Since then, these planes have become
the subject of constant interest of mathematicians studying abstract algebraic
structures, group theory and their representations, and so on [2, 3, 5, 6, 7]. There
are also good surveys which one can use to get acquainted with the basic concepts
and achievements of the modern theory of combinatorial geometries, for example,
[4, 8].

This paper is devoted to computer modeling of the process of constructing
free projective planes - more precisely, to algorithmically finding their successive
incidence matrices - and also to considering some numerical characteristics of these
matrices.

Remarks about notations: If A is a (non-empty) matrix then dim1(A) (resp.
dim2(A)) is a number of its rows (resp. columns); [A]i,j means its element at
the entry (i, j); Ai (resp. A

j) means i−th row (resp. j-th column); diag(A) for a
square matrix A means column-vector of its diagonal elements; Total[A] is a sum
of all elements in A. Moreover, we treat binomial coefficient

(

x
2

)

and differential
operators (derivatives, Laplace operator) as listable functions.

ηi,j is a column-vector with ”1”−s only in two different positions i and j and
all the rest components equal to ”0”−s.

As a rule we do not show the matrix format explicitly until it is not clear
from context.
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E denotes identity matrix; J is a square constant matrix of (only) ”1”−s;
J∗ = J −E; {} denotes empty matrix; 〈 , 〉 means Euclidean scalar product; for a

matrix A and real α we define a product α•A as follows: α•A =

{

αA, if α 6= 0

{}, if α = 0.

A ◦ B denotes the element-wise (Hadamard) product of matrices with the
identical formats.

If A and B are matrices having appropriate formats then A|∪B(resp. A∪B)
denotes a concatenation of A and B from the right (resp. “from below”) providing
A| ∪ {} = A ∪ {} = A.

1. Preliminaries

In this section we mostly follow the terminology and definitions of book [4].
Definition 1. A configuration (or a partial plane [1]) is a pair Π = (P,L) where P
is (nonempty) set of points and L is a family of subsets of P called lines under the
condition that the following axiom is valid:

C1: Any two different points are incident with no more than one line.
Axiom C1 implies

C2: Any two different lines are incident with no more than one point in
common. [4]

As a rule in this paper we shall be interested only in the case of finite sets P.
Examples 1.

1. Desargues and Pappus configurations are well-known (cf. [4]) .
2. If in Definition 1 L = ∅ and |P | = m, m > 0 is an integer, then we have a

pure m−points configuration.
3. If L consists of all pairs {a, b}, a, b ∈ P, a 6= b then Π = (P,L) is a full

graph on m vertices.
4. Let Πm = (P,L), m ≥ 4 be a configuration with |P | = m and only one

line λ, (i.e. L = {λ}) where |λ| = m − 2. This means that all points besides two
of them lie on the (unique) line λ. These configurations are called standard [8] or
Hall configurations and were first introduced by M. Hall in his fundamental paper
[1], p. 237.
Definition 2. Configuration Π = (P,L) is called a projective plane, if in axioms
C1 and C2 the words "...with no more than one..." are changed by "... exactly
one...", i.e. in Π = (P,L) the following axioms are valid:

P1: Any two different points are incident to exactly one line;
P2: Any two different lines are incident to exactly one point in common;

and in addition the axiom
P3: There exist 4 different points such that no three of them are collinear; in

order to exclude some degenerate configurations (cf. [8]).
The following simple statements can be easily proved for a finite projective

plane [2]:
A) Every line is incident to exactly n+ 1 points;
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B) Every point is incident to exactly n+ 1 lines;
C) |P | = |L| = N = n2 + n+ 1.
The number n is called the order of the finite projective plane.
"Prime-power hypothesis for the orders of the finite projective planes" claims

that always n = pµ for some prime p. Nowadays this hypothesis remains unproved.
If Π = (P,L) is a finite configuration with |P | = m and |L| = l, l > 0 then

the incident matrix of Π is defined as l ×m 0-1-matrix A = (ai,j) where

ai,j =

{

1, if point j is incident with line i

0, if point j and the line i are not incident
1 ≤ i ≤ L.1 ≤ j ≤ m (1)

in some chosen (and fixed) numerations of sets P and L.

Obviously

Total[Ai] =
n

∑

j=1

ai,j =
n

∑

j=1

a2i,j (2)

= 〈Ai, Ai〉 = (number of points on the i− th line)

Total[Aj ] =
l

∑

i=1

ai,j =
l

∑

i=1

a2i,j (3)

= 〈Aj , Aj〉 = (number of lines incedent to the j − th point)

Tr(AAT ) = Tr(ATA) = Total(A) (4)

If all the outside-diagonal elements in AAT (resp., ATA) are equal to 1, we
say that configuration is line-wise ample (resp. point-wise ample).

Clearly, if Π = (P,L) is a projective plane of order n then it is both point-wise
ample and line-wise ample and its incident matrix is a square N ×N 0-1-matrix
such that

AAT = ATA = nE + J (5)

(cf. for example, [2]).

2. Free projective plane generated by configuration

Let Π0 = (P0, L0) be some (initial) configuration. The free projective plane gen-
erated by Π0 is defined by the following process:
1. Let Π1 = (P1, L1) be a new configuration where L1 = L0 and P1 = P0 ∪ νP0

νP0 = {(a)(b)|a, b ∈ L0, a and b are not incident in Π0} (6)

i.e. every pair of non-incident lines defines a new point named (a)(b) which is
"intersection" of lines a and b. Evidently Π1 is line-wise ample.
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2. Let Π2 = (P2, L2) be a new configuration where P2 = P1 and L2 = L1 ∪ νL1

νL1 = {(a)(b)|a, b ∈ P1, a and b are not incident in Π1} (7)

i.e. every pair of non-incident points a and b defines a new line named (a)(b) which
"connects" points a and b. Evidently Π2 is point-wise ample.

Iterating this construction we get a sequence (finite or infinite) of configura-
tions {Π0,Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4,Π5, . . . ,Πr, . . . } in which for r even we add new points
to Πr, as in item 1 and for r odd we add new lines to Πr as in item 2 and get next
configuration Πr+1, r ≥ 0.

Proposition 1 (see [4]). If Π0 contains 4 different points no three of which are
collinear then Π = fr(Π0) =

⋃∞

k=0
Πk is a projective plane.

This plane is said to be the free projective plane generated by Π0.

Example 2

1. If Π0 is a projective plane then evidently fr(Π0) = Π0.

2. If |Π0| = 3 and |L0| = 0 then fr(Π0) is called a "projective plane of order
n = 1" (see Definition 2, p.1) and it is a plane over the field of one element (Fig.1,
left). Its incident matrix is cyclic.

Figure 1. Projective plane of order n = 1 (left) and its incident
matrix (right).

The following theorem of M. Hall (see [1]) explains the importance of Hall
configuration Π4 :

1) Let Π0 is any non-degenerate configuration but not a projective plane.
Then fr(Π0) contains fr(Π

4) as a subplane. Moreover, such plane is never desar-
guesian.

2) A fr(Πm), m ≥ 4 contains fr(Πm+1).

Everywhere in what follows we deal only with the Hall configuration Π4, i.e.
fr(Π4) = {Π4

r}r=0,1,2,..., that is "free equivalent"(see [1]) to pure configuration on
4 points, or full graph with 4 vertices.

3. Matrix approach

According to what was said at the end of previous section we begin with con-
figuration Π0 = Π4 (which is zero-step, s = 0, of our algorithm) with incident
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matrix

A0 =

















0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1

















which corresponds to the configuration 3 from Example 1 with m = 4. This con-
figuration (tetrahedron) is shown below on Fig. 2 (left), where the numeration of
lines is omitted.

Evidently here dim1(A0) = Λ0 = 6, dim2(A0) = P0 = 4. Since

Figure 2. Initial configuration Π0 = Π4 (left) and two steps of
the algorithm: adding new points (center) and new lines (right).

A0A
T
0 =

















2 1 1 0 1 1
1 2 1 1 0 1
1 1 2 1 1 0
0 1 1 2 1 1
1 0 1 1 2 1
1 1 0 1 1 2

















AT
0 A0 =









3 1 1 1
1 3 1 1
1 1 3 1
1 1 1 3









this configuration is point-wise ample (any two different points are incident), but
is not line-wise ample because exactly 3 pairs of lines, namely 1,4, 2,5 and 3,6,
have no points in common.

According to item 1 of the general constructing of fr(Π0) at the next step
s = 1 we must add to Π0 νP0 = 3 new points, namely (1)(4), (2)(5) and (3)(6) (see
Fig. 2), that means that we must concatenate (from the right) to A0 three new
columns numbered respectively 5, 6, 7, whereas the amount of new lines νA0 = 0.

So, here dim1(A1) = Λ1 = Λ0 = 6, dim2(A1) = P0 + νP0 = 4 + 3 = 7 and
the matrix of the next configuration Π1 (see Fig.2 (center)) is

A1 =

















0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
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Note that positions of ”1”−s in the concatenated columns are (clearly why) exactly
1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6.

Going over to the next step s = 2 we find that

A1A
T
1 =

















3 1 1 1 1 1
1 3 1 1 1 1
1 1 3 1 1 1
1 1 1 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 3

















AT
1 A1 =





















3 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 3 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 3 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 3 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 2 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 2





















So, here dim1(A2) = Λ+2 = Λ1+νΛ1 = 6+3 = 9, dim2(A2) = P2 = P1+νP1 =
7 + 0 = 7 and the matrix of the next configuration (see Fig.2 center) is

A2 =





























0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1





























Now it is not difficult to describe the general case for any step s > 0 :

a1) If s ≡ 1 mod 2 we add new points

νPs−1 = (number of non-incident lines at step s− 1)

=
1

2
(number of "0"-s in As−1A

T
s−1) (8)

=

(

Λs−1
2

)

− Total

[(

diag(AT
s−1As−1)

2

)]

=

(

Λs−1
2

)

− Total

[(

AT
s−1As−1

2

)]

whereas clearly νAs−1 = 0.

So, in this case we get a formula (we remind that 0 • a = {}):

As = As−1|
⋃

2≤i≤As−1i≤j≤As−1

(

(1− [As−1A
T
s−1]i,j) • ηi,j

)

(9)

Dually,
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a2) If s ≡ 0 mod 2 we add new lines

νΛs−1 = (number of non-incident points at step s− 1

=
1

2
(number of "0"-s in AT

s−1As−1) (10)

=

(

Ps−1

2

)

− Total

[(

diag(As−1A
T
s−1)

2

)]

=

(

Ps−1

2

)

− Total

[(

As−1A
T
s−1

2

)]

whereas clearly νPs−1 = 0.

For example, for s = 2 we get νΛ1 =
(

7

2

)

−6 ·
(

3

2

)

, since P1 = 7, diag(A1A
T
1 ) =

(3 3 3 3 3 3). So, in this case we get a formula:

As = As−1

⋃

2≤i≤As−1i≤j≤As−1

(

(1− [AT
s−1As−1]i,j) • η

T
i,j

)

(11)

Formulas (9) and (11) give rise to the first variant of our algorithms.

4. Bilinear forms approach

Let π = {pi}
∞
i=1 and λ = {li}

∞
i=1 be two sets of independent variables for points

and lines respectively.

For any step s ≥ 0 we introduce a bilinear form Fs = Fs(π, λ) = πTAsλ

where As is an incident matrix constructed on step s (see Sec. 3) and π and λ are
initial segments of the infinite sequences of variables π and λ having appropriate
lengths. For example, for s = 0 we have π = {pi}

4
i=1, λ = {li}

6
i=1 and

F0 = l4p1 + l5p1 + l6p1 + l2p2 + l3p2 + l4p2 + l1p3 + l3p3 + l5p3 + l1p4

+l2p4 + i6p4 (12)

= l1(p3 + p4) + l2(p2 + p4) + l3(p2 + p3) + l4(p1 + p2) + l5(p1 + p3)

+l6(p1 + p4)

= p1(l4 + l5 + l6) + p2(l2 + l3 + l4) + p3(l1 + l3 + l5) + p4(l1 + l2 + l6)

Now it is clear that also in general case Coefficient[Fs, li] =
∂Fs
∂li
is a linear form

in π representing the i−th row of As; Coefficient[Fs, pj ] =
∂Fs
∂pj

is a linear form

in λ representing the j−th column of As.

Also it is clear that two lines, li and lk with 1 ≤ i, k ≤ Λs, i 6= k are not
incident iff. the linear forms ∂Fs

∂li
and ∂Fs

∂lk
have no variables in common that implies

that in this case the Laplace operator in π

∆π

(

∂Fs

∂li
·
∂Fs

∂lk

)

=
∑

p∈π

∂2

∂p2

(

∂Fs

∂li
·
∂Fs

∂lk

)

= 0 (13)
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and otherwise

∆π

(

∂Fs

∂li
·
∂Fs

∂lk

)

= 2. (14)

It’s clear that if i = k then

λπ

(

(

∂Fs

∂li

)2
)

= 2 · (number of points on i− th line) = 2
[

diag(AsA
T
s )

]

i
(15)

For example,

∆π

(

∂F0

∂l1
·
∂F0

∂l4

)

=
4

∑

r=1

∂2

∂p2r
((p3 + p4)(p1 + p2)) = 0,

whereas

∆π

(

∂F0

∂l1
·
∂F0

∂l2

)

=
4

∑

r=1

∂2

∂p2r
((p3 + p4)(p2 + p4)) = 2,

and

∆π

(

∂F0

∂l1

)2

=

4
∑

r=1

∂2

∂p2r

(

(p3 + p4)
2
)

= 2 · 2 = 4.

Obviously that formulas dual to (13), (14) and (15) also are valid mutatis mutandis.
Using formulas (13), (14), (15) and their duals it is easy to verify matrices

equalities

1

2
∆π

(

(

∂Fs

∂λ

)⊗2
)

= AsA
T
s ,

1

2
∆λ

(

(

∂Fs

∂π

)⊗2
)

= AT
s As, (16)

where ∂Fs
∂λ

= gradλ(fs),
∂Fs
∂π

= gradπ(fs), the Laplace operators are supposed to

be listable and ⊗2 means tensor square.
These formulas also give rise to alternative algorithm for recursive construc-

tion of fr(Π4).

5. Implementation

As was said above we used "matrix approach", and "bilinear forms approach".
The first difficulty in programming was caused by the requirement to avoid

zero-columns/rows in incident matrices as well as "fictitious" variables in bilinear
forms. This difficulty is surmounted with special procedures for numeration of new
constructed columns/rows of matrices and new variables of bilinear forms.

Rather more serious obstacle is the (mentioned above) fact of the very fast
growth of matrices’ formats. Though those are very sparse 0-1-matrices, the pro-
gramming tools for such matrices provided by Mathematica occurred to be not
sufficient for our purposes, so, the computer memory resources became exhausted
very soon...

So, we managed to calculate only 7 members of the sequence un = νPn+νΛn,
n ≥ 0 (note that one of the two summand in "un" is always equal to 0):
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3, 3, 6, 24, 282, 37233, 684792168, ....
It is easy to check empirically that this sequence grows asymptotically as a

double exponent of n (Fig. 3).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
n

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

log(log(u))

Figure 3. Number of elements grows as double exponent (linear
on log(log) scale.

Authors thank Dr. Ian V. J. Murray, Dept Physiology and Neuroscience, St.
George’s University for the collaborative purchase of Wolfram Mathematica.
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On the computational complexity of symmetric functi-

ons

Dima Grigoriev

Computing symmetric polynomials is a classical topic, in particular, in the
complexity theory. Since this area is vast one considers usually, certain subclasses
of symmetric polynomials.

We suppose to give a survey of earlier results and also to present two recent
complexity bounds. The first one is an exponential lower bound (joint with G.
Koshevoy) of a suitable monomial symmetric function by monotone calculations
(so, using only additions and multiplications). The second one is an upper bound
on the monotone complexity (joint with S. Fomin, D. Nogneng, E. Schost) of the
complete symmetric polynomials, and as a consequence of Schur polynomials.

Also some open questions will be duscussed.

Dima Grigoriev
CNRS, France
Universite de Lille,
59655, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France

e-mail: dima.grigoryev@gmail.com
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 !"#$%& '()"*)(&#+% ,(%(-#%- +% ( ')*.&$/ 0#&1

2#.&/#3*&$4 ,$5+/6

 !"#$% &'()#$*+ ,$- .#$$,-/ 0,',1()+$+*

 !"#$%&#'  !"!#$"# %& '()*+,- .!-!((,( '%/.)+!+$%"* &%- +-,,0($1, -,')-*$2,

!(#,3-!$' !(#%-$+4/* &%- +4, '!*, %& '()*+,- 5$+4 6$*+-$3)+,6 /,/%-7 $* %", %&

+4, 6$8')(+ .-%3(,/* %& '%/.)+,- !(#,3-!9 :4, 3(%'10-,')-*$2, !(#%-$+4/* %&

/!+-$; !"6 .%(7"%/$!( /)(+$.($'!+$%"< =+-!**,">* !"6 ?!-!+*)3!>* !(#%-$+4/*<

/!+-$; $"2,-*$%" !"6 '%/.)+!+$%" %& +4, 1,-",( %& ! /!+-$; %.,-!+%-< @AB !"6

C-)4!+ &!'+%-$D!+$%" !-, ,;!/.(,* %& *)'4 !(#%-$+4/*9 E, *)##,*+ ! *'4,/,

5$+4 /)(+$6$*.!+'4$"# &%- /!"!#,/,"+ %& *)'4 .!-!((,( '%/.)+$"# .-%',**,*

!"6 6,/%"*+-!+, +4, -,*)(+* %& ,;.,-$/,"+* !+ +4, F=G HI= '()*+,-  J=0KLM9

 !"#$%&'"($!

 !" #$%& '( )$*$+,*+ -$.-/.$#,'*% '* $ -./%#"0 1,#! 2,%#0,3/#"2 )")'04 ('0 %5$0%"

)$#0,6 $.+'0,#!)% ,% #'2$4 '*" '( #!" )'%# 2,7-/.# -!$.."*+"% 89:;  !,% #$%& -$*

*'# 3" %'.<"2 ,*2"5"*2"*#.4 '( #!" $.+'0,#!) ,#%".(= %,*-" ,# -$* *'# 3" %'.<"2 ,*

$* $3%#0$-# %"##,*+; >,#! $*4 $550'$-! #' %/-! $ #$%&= ,# ,% *"-"%%$04 #' %')"!'1

?6 #!" -.$%% '( $.+'0,#!)%;

>" -'*%,2"0 #!" -.$%% '( 3.'-&@0"-/0%,<" )$#0,6 $.+'0,#!)%;  !" )'%# ($@

)'/% '( #!") $0" %#$*2$02 $*2 A#0$%%"*B% 3.'-& )$#0,6 )/.#,5.,-$#,'*= A-!/0 $*2

A#0$%%"*B% 3.'-&@)$#0,6 ,*<"0%,'* 8C:;

D'0 %/-! $.+'0,#!)% 1" %/++"%# $ %-!")" 1,#! )/.#,2,%5$#-!,*+ )$*$+")"*#

'( 5$0$..". -')5/#,*+ 50'-"%%"%; >" 2")'*%#0$#" #!" 0"%/.#% '( "65"0,)"*#% $#

#!" -./%#"0 -')5/#"0 EFA@9GH;  !"%" "65"0,)"*#% %!'1 !,+! "7-,"*-4 '( #!,%

-'*-"5#,'* '( )$*$+")"*#;

)*+,, $- .*$'/0#1'&#,(21 3+"#(4 +*5$#("63,

I"*"0$.,J$#,'* '( A#0$%%"*B% $.+'0,#!) ('0 #0,$*+/.$0 ($-#'0,J$#,'* $*2 )$#0,6 ,*@

<"0%,'* 1,#! 5"0)/#$#,'*% '( 0'1% $*2 -'./)*% 34 K; L/*-! $*2 K; M'5&0'(# 8N: ,%

*'# $ 3.'-&@0"-/0%,<" $.+'0,#!); L.'-&@0"-/0%,<" $.+'0,#!)% 1"0" *'# %' ,)5'0#$*#
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 !"#$% &'()#$*+ ,$- .#$$,-/ 0,',1()+$+*

,1 '+$" ,1 2)# (,'(3',2/+$1 4#5# 6#57+58#- +$ (+8632#51 4/2) 1),5#- 8#8+5%9

:$'% /$ 2)# $/$#2/#1 /2 ;#(,8# ('#,5 2),2 ;'+(*<5#(351/!# 8,25/= ,'"+5/2)81 ,5#

5#>3/5#- 2+ +6#5,2# 4/2) 16,51# 136#5 ',5"# 8,25/(#1 +$ , 136#5(+8632#59

?)# ;'+(* 5#(351/!# ,'"+5/2)8 7+5 2)# 1+'32/+$ +7 1%12#81 +7 '/$#,5 #>3,2/+$1

,$- 7+5 ,-@+/$2 8,25/= (+8632,2/+$ 4)/() /1 1+8# "#$#5,'/1,2/+$ +7 A()35 /$!#51/+$

/$ (+8832,2/!# -+8,/$1 4,1 -/1(5,/;#- /$ BCD ,$- BED9 A## ,'1+ ,2 2)# ;++* BFD9

G+4#!#5H /$ ,'' ,'"+5/2)81H #=(#62 8,25/= 83'2/6'/(,2/+$ ,'"+5/2)81H 2)#5# /1 , !#5%

125+$" 5#125/(2/+$ 2),2 /1 136#5/86+1#- +$ 2)# 8,25/=9 ?)# '#,-/$" 8/$+51 +7 2)#

8,25/=H 4)/() ,5# +$ 2)# 8,/$ -/,"+$,'H 1)+3'- $+2 ;# I#5+9

?)/1 5#125/(2/+$ 4,1 5#8+!#- ',2#5 /$ 2)# 6,6#51 BJD < BKD9 ?)# ,'"+5/2)8

2),2 (+8632#1 2)# ,-@+/$2 8,25/=H 2)# #()#'+$ 7+58H ,$- 2)# *#5$#' +7 2)# 8,25/=

+6#5,2+5 7+5 2)# (+8832,2/!# -+8,/$1 4,1 65+6+1#- /$ BJD9 ?)# ;'+(*<5#(351/!#

,'"+5/2)8 7+5 2)# L53),2 -#(+86+1/2/+$ ,$- 2)# MNO -#(+86+1/2/+$ 7+5 2)# 8,25/=

+!#5 2)# P#'- 4,1 +;2,/$#- /$ BQDH ,$- 2)#1# ,'"+5/2)81 "#$#5,/I#- 7+5 2)# 8,25/(#1

+!#5 (+8832,2/!# -+8,/$1 4,1 +;2,/$#- /$ BKD ,$- BRSD9

 ! "#$%& '%(%)#* +(, +--./0+#/1(

 !"#$!% &'&#()&*

&$ RKFJ G+4,5- G9 T+1#$;5+(* /$25+-3(#- , 31#73' 12,2#<16,(# 5#65#1#$2,2/+$

,$- 25,$17#5 73$(2/+$ 8,25/= 7+58 7+5 (+$25+' 1%12#81H 4)/() /1 *$+4$ ,1 2)#

T+1#$;5+(* A%12#8 0,25/= BRRD9 A/$(# 2),2 2/8#H 2)# 65+6#52/#1 +7 2)# 8,25/= +7

6+'%$+8/,'1 ;#/$" /$2#$1/!#'% 123-/#- /$ 2)# '/2#5,235# +7 '/$#,5 (+$25+' 1%12#819

+$!(,"($ ,-&.&*

U$+2)#5 /86+52,$2 ,66'/(,2/+$ /1 2)# (,'(3',2/+$ +7 .5V;$#5 ;,1#19 U 8,25/=

(+86+1#- +7 L3();#5"#5 A<6+'%$+8/,'1 /1 , 125+$"'% 16,51# 8,25/=9 T#-3(2/+$ +7

2)# 6+'%$+8/,' 1%12#8 /1 6#57+58#- 4)#$ (,'(3',2/$" 2)# #()#'+$ ,$- -/,"+$,'

7+581 +7 2)/1 8,25/=9 ?)# ,'"+5/2)8 WC 4,1 2)# P512 13() 8,25/= ,'"+5/2)89

/!%0."1 2345& 6!$ 7-$#.8%( ."#($-8#.!"*

?)# (+$1#5!,2/+$ +7 2)# 8,25/= 16,51#$#11 -35/$" 2)# L53),2 -#(+86+1/2/+$

4,1 P512 /$!#12/",2#- /$ BRXD9 :$# +7 2)# /86+52,$2 (',11 +7 16,51# 8,25/= /1 (,''#-

>3,1/1#6,5,;'#9 U$% 13;8,25/= +7 >3,1/1#6,5,;'# 8,25/= #$2/5#'% ;#'+4 +5 ,;+!#

2)# 8,/$ -/,"+$,' ),1 18,'' 5,$*9 ?)#1# >3,1/1#6,5,;'# 8,25/(#1 ,5/1# $,235,''%

/$ 1+'!/$" YN Z1 7+5 6,52/('# /$2#5,(2/+$ 4/2) 2)# W,12 03'2/<6+'# 0#2)+- [W00\9

?)# #](/#$(% +7 ,66'/(,2/+$ +7 2)# ;'+(*<5#(351/!# ,'"+5/2)8 +7 2)# L53),2 -#<

(+86+1/2/+$ 2+ 2)# >3,1/1#6,5,;'# 8,25/(#1 /1 123-/#- /$ 2)# ,52/('# BR^D9

2! 3+.04.+#/1( 5+(+6/(6 +(, %7-%&/5%(#*

?)# ;'+(*<5#(351/!# 8,25/= ,'"+5/2)81 7+5 16,51# 8,25/= 5#>3/5# , 16#(/,' ,6<

65+,()1 2+ 8,$,"/$" 6,5,''#' 65+"5,819 :$# ,665+,() 2+ 2)# ('312#5 (+8632,2/+$1

8,$,"#8#$2 /1 , 1()#8# 4/2) +$# -/16,2()#5 [+5 +$# 8,12#5\9
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 !"#$%& '()"*)(&#+% ,(%(-#%-

.$ "+%/#0$1 (%+&2$1 /"2$3$ +4 ")*/&$1 3$%(-$3$%&5 6& #/ ( /"2$3$ 7#&2 3*)8

&#0#/9(&"2#%-: 72$% $("2 #%;+);$0 "+39*&#%- 3+0*)$ 2(/ #&/ +7% 0#/9(&"2 &21$(0

(%0 /$;$1() 91+"$//#%- &21$(0/<=>: =?@5

A$& */ 0$%+&$ BC Ni &2$ %*3B$1 +4 ")*/&$1 "+1$/ (%0 BC Ti &2$ "+39*&(&#+%()

&#3$ #% &2$ #8&2 $D9$1#3$%&5 E+1 &2$ &2$+1$&#"() B$/& "(/$ 7$F0 )#G$ &+ 2(;$ "+%8

/&(%& 91+0*"&H ∀i : TiNi = const. I+ &+ 0$3+%/&1(&$ &2$ $!"#$%"C +4 9(1())$)
"+39*&(&#+%() 91+"$// 7$ 2(;$ &+ G%+7 &2$ ;()*$ Ei = 100% TiNi/(T1N1)5 J2#/
#/ &2$ $!"#$%"C 72#"2 7(/ 0$3+%/&1(&$0 #% &2$ i8&2 $D9$1#3$%&5

3(&1#D /#K$ #/ L=MN 3(&1#D /#K$ #/ =OPL?

 !"#$% &' J2$ $!"#$%"C +4 &2$ "()"*)(&#+% +4 I"2*1 3(&1#D #%8

;$1/#+% (/ ( 4*%"&#+% +4 &2$ %*3B$1 +4 "+1$/5

A$& A =

(

A0 A1

A2 A3

)

: det(A0) 6= 0: det(A) 6= 0: &2$% I"2*18I&1(//$% B)+"G8

1$"*1/#;$ 3(&1#D #%;$1/#+% #/ 0$/"1#B$0 BC 4+13*)(H

A−1 =

(

 −A−1

0 A1

0  

)

×

(

 0
0 (A3 −A2A

−1

0 A1)
−1

)

×

(

 0
−A2  

)

×

(

A−1

0 0
0  

)

.

E+1 /&(%0(10 3(&1#D 3*)&#9)#"(&#+% 7$ "()) #& I"2*1 3$&2+05 Q%0 7$ "()) #& I"2*18

I&1(//$% 3$&2+0 72$% 7$ */$0 2$1$ I&1(//$%F/ 3(&1#D 3*)&#9)#"(&#+%5

J2$ 1$/*)&/ +4 $D9$1#3$%&/ 7#&2 I"2*1 3(&1#D #%;$1/#+% ()-+1#&23 (1$ /2+7%

#% R-5 =5 J2$ 1$/*)&/ 4+1 "+39*&(&#+% +4 G$1%$) +4 &2$ 3(&1#D +9$1(&+1 (%0 (0S+#%&

3(&1#D <T@ (1$ /2+7% #% R-5 N5 .$ */$ 3(&1#"$/ +;$1 R%#&$ %*3$1#"() R$)0/ #% B+&2

"(/$/5

J2$ "+39*&(&#+%() $D9$1#3$%&/ 7(/ 0+%$ #% U+#%& I*9$1"+39*&$1 '$%&$1 +4

&2$ V*//#(% Q"(0$3C +4 I"#$%"$/ W2&&9HXX7775S/""51*X/"+39*&$1/52&3)Y (& &2$

")*/&$1 3;/=Z9H 6%&$) [$+%  >8NOMZ: O?\ VQ, 6%&$)WVY ,]6 A#B1(1C 4+1 A#%*D^

_I: $̀1/#+% ?5=5Z5
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2,34/5 1/6# /1 789: 2,34/5 1/6# /1 8::77

 !"#$% &' ;)# #<(/#$(% += 3)# (,'(>',3/+$ += *#4$#' ,$- ,-?+/$3

2,34/5 ,1 , =>$(3/+$ += 3)# $>2@#4 += (+4#1A

&$ #5B#4/2#$31 C# 2,-# (,'(>',3/+$1 =+4 /-#$3/(,' 2,34/(#1D >1/$" , -/E#4#$3

$>2@#4 += ('>13#4F1 $+-#1A

G+4 3)# H()>4 /$!#41/$ ,'"+4/3)2 3)# 2/$/2>2 $>2@#4 += (+4#1 C,1 7 I8

$+-#JD ,$- 3)# 2,5/2>2 $>2@#4 += (+4#1 C,1 :KK I:L $+-#1JA G+4 3)# 2,34/5

+= 1/6# 789:5789: 3)# $>2@#4 += (+4#1 /$(4#,1#- :L 3/2#1 ,$- ,1 , 4#1>'3 3)#

(,'(>',3/+$ 3/2# (),$"#- 8L 3/2#1M =4+2 NO9 1#(A 3+ L8 1#(A G+4 3)# 2,34/5 += 1/6#

8PQ7O58PQ7O $>2@#4 += (+4#1 /$(4#,1#- :L 3/2#1 ,$- 3)# (,'(>',3/+$ 3/2# (),$"#-

8N 3/2#1M =4+2 88L9 1#(A 3+ P9 1#(A

G+4 +>4 ,-?+/$3 ,$- *#4$#'' (+2B>3,3/+$ ,'"+4/3)2 3)# 2/$/2>2 $>2@#4 +=

(+4#1 C,1 7 I8 $+-#JD ,$- 3)# 2,5/2>2 $>2@#4 += (+4#1 C,1 OKK ILK $+-#1JA G+4

3)# 2,34/5 += 1/6# 789:5789: 3)# $>2@#4 += (+4#1 /$ #5B#4/2#$3 /$(4#,1#- LK 3/2#1

,$- ,1 , 4#1>'3 3)# (,'(>',3/+$ 3/2# (),$"#- :: 3/2#1M =4+2 Q9P9 1#(A 3+ 878 1#(A

G+4 3)# 2,34/5 += 1/6# 8::7758::77 3)# $>2@#4 += (+4#1 /$(4#,1#- LK 3/2#1 ,$-

3)# (,'(>',3/+$ 3/2# (),$"#- :7 3/2#1M =4+2 8L:O9 1#(A 3+ LO7 1#(A

 !"!#$ %&'!(&) &* " +"(")),) %&-./!#'0 +(&$,11

R$# += 3)# 2+13 B+B>',4 ,BB4+,()#1 /$ (+2B>3#4 ,'"#@4, /1 3)# 2#3)+- += )+2+S

2+4B)/( /2,"#1D @,1#- +$ 3)# T)/$#1# 4#2,/$-#4 3)#+4#2A &3 ,''+C1 1+'!/$" 3)#

B4+@'#2 1/2>'3,$#+>1'% /$ 2,$% =,(3+4 4/$"1 ,$- >1/$" 3)#1# 1+'>3/+$1 3+ +@3,/$ ,

1+'>3/+$ += 3)# +4/"/$,' B4+@'#2A G+4 1>() , B4+(#11 += B,4,''#'/6,3/+$D /3 /1 1><(/#$3

3+ >1# 13,3/( (+$34+' += (,'(>',3/+$1 +$ , ('>13#4A
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 !"#$%& '()"*)(&#+% ,(%(-#%-

./ &0$ $)$1$%&2 mi, i = 1, .., k, +/ &0$ "+11*&(&#3$ 4#%- R (4$ 4$)(&#3$)5 64#1$7

m1..mk = µ7 ri = x mod mi, i = 1, .., k7 &0$% &+ 8%9 &0$ x mod µ &0$ :$));<%+:%
=$:&+% 2"0$1$ #2 *2*())5 *2$9>

?$)+: :$ -#3$ =$:&+% 2"0$1$ /+4 &0$ 6(4&#"*)(4 "(2$ :0$4$ &0$ 1(#% 4#%- R
#2 ( 4#%- +/ #%&$-$4 %*1@$42> .% "+%&4(2& &+ &0$ 2&(%9(49 2"0$1$ +/ "()"*)(&#+%27

:$ +%)5 "0(%-$ &0$ +49$4 +/ ("&#+%27 @*& :$ -$& /$:$4 +6$4(&#+%2>

A$& nij @$ #%3$42$ $)$1$%& +/ mi #% Z/mjZ7 #>$> nijmi = 1 mod mj . B$%+&$C

c1 = r1, c̄1 = c1 mod m2, ν1 = n1,2 mod m2,

c2 = c1 +m1(ν1(r2 − c̄1) mod m2), c̄2 = c2 mod m3, ν2 = n1,3n2,3 mod m3,

c3 = c2 +m1m2(ν2(r3 − c̄2)mod m3), c̄3 = c3 mod m4, ν3 = n1,4n2,4n3,4 mod m4,

...

ck = ck−1 +m1...mk−1(νk−1(rk − c̄k−1) mod mk), c̄k = ck mod mk+1,

νk = n1,k+1n2,k+1..nk,k+1 mod mk+1,

...

cn = cn−1 +m1...mn−1(νn−1(rn − c̄n−1) mod mn).

.& #2 $(25 &+ 3$4#/5 @5 #%9*"&#+% &0(& &0$ /+))+:#%- #%$D*()#&#$2 0+)9

0 ≤ ck < m1..mk, k = 1, 2, ..n.

E+ &0$ %*1@$4 cn #2 %+& 4$D*#4$9 &+ @$ 1+9*)+ µ7 2#%"$ #& #2 ()4$(95 #% &0$
4$D*#4$9 #%&$43()>

F/ "+*42$7 &0$ 2(1$ 2"0$1$ "(% @$ 2*""$22/*))5 (66)#$9 #% &0$ 4#%- +/ 6+)5;

%+1#()2 (%9 #% ()) "(2$2 :0$% &0$ '0#%$2$ 4$1(#%9$4 &0$+4$1 0+)92>

 G(16)$C

mi = {31, 52, 73}, µ = 105, x = 73,

ri = {11, 32, 33}, n1,2 = 2, n1,3 = 5, n2,3 = 3, νi = {21, 12},

c1 = 1, c̄1 = 1,

c2 = 1 + 3(2(3− 1) mod 5) = 13, c̄2 = 6,

c3 = 13 + 3 · 5(1(3− 6) mod 7) = 73.

 !"!#!$%!&

 !" #$%&'((' )* +,-. /0-(,1 23'45 6$178-,%& -.5 9845: ;'<5 6.'%&5=* >% ?'-.51'-@

,3'4 2$A-B'(5* >6?2 CD!EF G-. >%-5(%'-,$%'4 6$%&(5::F H($355=,%&: IJ*@?* J(5854F

K* L$3.F H* H'845F M* 2$115:5F 5=:*NF 27(,%&5(F OP62F <$4815 QRCGF 77* S@TF CD!E*

 C" 2-('::5% U* J'8::,'% /4,1,%'-,$% ,: %$- $7-,1'4* P815(,:3.5 ?'-.51'-,V* U* !SF

>::85 WF SGWXSGE I!QEQN

 S" Y8%3. )*F ;$7V($A- )* K(,'%&84'( A'3-$(,Z'-,$% '%= ,%<5(:,$% [\ A':- 1'-(,0 184-,@

74,3'-,$%* ?'-* 6$17* U* CTF CS!@CSE I!QRWN
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 !" #$%$&'()*)+ ,- ./'01&23/ #/4()5 6)1 4(/ 7)%042)* )6 78&4/9& )6 :2*/$1 ;<0$42)*&-

=)9>04$42)*$% #$4(/9$42'&- ?- 785)@ ;5A B1)'//52*C& )6 4(/ DE4( F#?=7 G)1%5

=)*C1/&&A H)%- FA I/1%2*A ?0C0&4 DJJKLA G2&&/*&'($64 M N/'(*2+ H/1%$CA I/1%2* DJJKA

!KEO!PQ-

 E" #$%$&'()*)+ ,- ;R/'423/ #$412S #/4()5& 2* =)9904$423/ T)9$2*&A U)19$% B)@/1

7/12/& $*5 ?%C/V1$2' =)9V2*$4)12'&A 7>12*C/1A I/1%2*A WQQQA EQXOEDK-

 X" #$%$&'()*)+ ,- #$412S ')9>04$42)*$% 9/4()5& 2* ')9904$423/ 12*C&- N$9V)3A

N7YA WQQWA WDZ >-

 K" #$%$&'()*)+ ,- [* ')9>04$42)* )6 +/1*/% )6 )>/1$4)1 $'42*C 2* $ 9)50%/ \\ H/&4*2+

N$9V)3&+)C) 0*23/1&24/4$- 7/1- ;&4/&43/**8/ 2 4/+(*2'(/&+2/ *$0+2  N$9V)3 Y*23/1O

&248 ./>)14&- 7/12/&] ^$401$% $*5 N/'(*2'$% 7'2/*'/&"A 3)%- DZA 2&&0/ DA WQQP- DWJODZD-

 P" #$%$&'()*)+ ,- U$&4 ,/*/1$%2_/5 I10($4 T/')9>)&242)*- =)9>04/1 ?%C/V1$ 2* 7'2O

/*42`' =)9>042*CA :^=7 XW!!A 7>12*C/1A I/1%2* WQDQ- DJ!OWQW- T[F DQ-DQQK\JKPOZO

X!WODEWK!OQaDX- $1S23]DKQW-QKW!W

 J" #$%$&'()*)+ ,- ,/*/1$%2_/5 I10($4 5/')9>)&242)* 2* ')9904$423/ 5)9$2*& \2*

V))+] =)9>04/1 ?%C/V1$ 2* 7'2/*42`' =)9>042*C- =?7=bWQDZ- :^=7 PDZXA 7>12*C/1A

c/25/%V/1CA WQDZA WZDOW!W- T[F DQ-DQQK\JKPOZOZDJOQWWJKOQaWQ- $1S23]DKQW-QKW!P

 DQ" #$%$&'()*)+ ,-A 7'(/1V2*2* ?- N12$*C0%$1 T/')9>)&242)* )6 #$412'/& 2* $ T)9$2*-

=)9>04/1 ?%C/V1$ 2* 7'2/*42`' =)9>042*C- :^=7 JZQDA 7>12*C/1A 7@24_/1%$*5A WQDEA

WJQOZQ!- T[F DQ-DQQK\JKPOZOZDJOW!QWDOZaWW- $1S23]DKQW-QKW!Z
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Riemann Surfaces and Branch Cuts

David J. Jeffrey

Abstract. The problem of multiply valued functions in computer algebra sy-
stems is reviewed. This paper combines the two usual approaches to under-
standing such functions. The first approach describes the multiple values as
branches in the complex plane. The second approach describes the multiple
values as properties of the Riemann surface of the function. In this paper, a
modified implementation in Maple allows us to work with these ideas more
efficiently.

1. Introduction

The manner in which computer-algebra systems handle multivalued functions,
specifically the elementary inverse functions, has been the subject of extensive
discussions over many years. See, for example, [2, 4]. The discussion has centred
on the best way to handle possible simplifications, such as

√
z2 = z ? arcsin(sin z) = z ? ln(ez) = z ? (1)

In the 1980s, errors resulting from the incorrect application of these transformati-
ons were common. Since then, systems have improved and now they usually avoid
simplification errors, although the price paid is often that no simplification is made
when it could be. For example, Maple 18 fails to simplify

√
1− z

√
1 + z −

√

1− z2 ,

even though it is zero for all z ∈ C, see [2]. Here a new way of looking at such
problems is presented.

The discussion of possible treatments has been made difficult by the many
different interpretations placed on the same symbols by different groups of mat-
hematicians. Sorting through these interpretations, and assessing which ones are
practical for computer algebra systems, has been an extended process. In this pa-
per, we shall not revisit in any detail the many past contributions to the discussion,
but summarize them and jump to the point of view taken here.
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1.1. A question of values

One question which has been discussed at length concerns the number of values
represented by function names. One influential point of view was expressed by
Carathéodory, in his highly regarded book [3]. Considering the logarithm function,
he addressed the equation

ln z1z2 = ln z1 + ln z2 , (2)

for complex z1, z2. He commented [3, pp. 259–260]:

The equation merely states that the sum of one of the (infinitely many)
logarithms of z1 and one of the (infinitely many) logarithms of z2 can be
found among the (infinitely many) logarithms of z1z2, and conversely
every logarithm of z1z2 can be represented as a sum of this kind (with
a suitable choice of ln z1 and ln z2).

In this statement, Carathéodory first sounds as though he thinks of ln z1 as a sym-
bol standing for a set of values, but then for the purposes of forming an equation
he prefers to select one value from the set. Whatever the exact mental image he
had, the one point that is clear is that ln z1 does not have a unique value, which is
in strong contrast to every computer system. Every computer system will accept
a specific value for z1 and return a unique ln z1.

The reference book edited by Abramowitz & Stegun [1, Chap 4] is another
authoritative source, as is its successor [9]. They both define, to take one exam-
ple, the solution of tan t = z to be t = Arctan z = arctan z + kπ. When listing
properties, they both give the equation

Arctan(z1) + Arctan(z2) = Arctan
z1 + z2
1− z1z2

. (3)

For z1 = z2 =
√
3, Maple and Mathematica simplify this identity to π/3 = −π/3.

Riemann surfaces give a very pictorial way of seeing multi-valuedness [10, 5],
but a question remains whether they can be used computationally [7]. Here we
shall continue an approach to Riemann surfaces described by [5] and in references
given therein.

2. A new treatment of inverse functions

The basis of the new implementation is notation first introduced in [6]. To the
standard function ln z, a subscript is added:

lnk z = ln z + 2πik .

Here the function ln z denotes the principal value of logarithm, which is the single-
valued function with imaginary part −π < ℑ ln z ≤ π. This is the function cur-
rently implemented in Maple, Mathematica, Matlab and other systems. In con-
trast, lnk z denotes the kth branch of logarithm. With this notation, the statement
above of Carathéodory can be restated unambiguously as

∃k,m, n ∈ Z, such that lnk z1z2 = lnm z1 + lnn z2 .
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His “and conversely" statement is actually a stronger statement. He states

∀k ∈ Z, ∃m,n ∈ Z, such that lnk z1z2 = lnm z1 + lnn z2 .

In the light of his converse statement, Carathéodory’s first statement could be
interpreted as meaning

∀m,n ∈ Z, ∃k ∈ Z, such that lnm z1 + lnn z2 = lnk z1z2 .

This shows the greater conciseness of branch notation.

3. An example function

To save space, we consider only the inverse sine function. The principal branch of
the inverse sine function is denoted in Maple by arcsin. Using this, we define the
branched inverse sine by

invsin0 z = arcsin z , (4)

invsink z = (−1)k invsin0 z + kπ . (5)

The principal branch now has the equivalent representation invsin0 z = invsin z =
arcsin z. It has real part between −π/2 and π/2. Notice that the branches are
spaced a distance π apart in accordance with the antiperiod1 of sine, but the
repeating unit is of length 2π in accord with the period of sine.

The Maple code for the function is

invsin := proc (z::algebraic) local branch;

if nargs <> 1 then

error "Expecting 1 argument, got", nargs ;

elif type(procname, ’indexed’) then

branch := op(procname);

branch*Pi+(-1)^branch*arcsin(z);

else arcsin(z);

end if;

end proc;

4. Riemann surfaces

Many multivalued functions are the inverses of single-valued functions. This allows
the Riemann surface to be plotted easily. To plot the cube-root surface in Maple,
we issue the plot command, which uses the branch notation above for colouring.

plot3d([Re((u+I*v)^3),Im((u+I*v)^3), u], u = -1 .. 1, v = -1 .. 1,

colour = (2+k3(u+I*v))*(1/4), view = [-1 .. 1, -1 .. 1, -1 .. 1])

1An antiperiodic function is one for which ∃α such that f(z + α) = −f(z), and α is then the

antiperiod. This is a special case of a quasi-periodic function [8], for which ∃α, β such that
f(z + α) = βf(z).
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Quantum Behavior in the Framework of

Permutation Groups

Vladimir V. Kornyak

Abstract. The trajectory of a quantum system is a sequence of unitary evo-

lutions of vectors in a Hilbert space, interspersed with observations — projec-

tions of the vectors in some subspaces, that are specified by measuring devices.

Quantum-mechanical description can be made constructive, if we replace the

general group of unitary transformations of the Hilbert space by unitary rep-

resentations of finite groups. It is known that any linear representation of a

finite group can be realized as a subrepresentation of some permutation rep-

resentation. Thus, quantum mechanical problems can be formulated in terms

of groups of permutations. Such a constructive approach allows us to clarify

the meaning of a number of physical concepts.

1. Quantum Mechanics. Briefly, the formalism of quantum mechanics is reduced
to the following. A pure quantum state is a ray in a Hilbert space H over C, i.e. an
equivalence class of non-zero vectors in H: |ψ〉 ∼ a |ψ〉, a ∈ C. The normalization
〈ψ |ψ〉 = 1 reduces the equivalence: |ψ〉 ∼ eiα |ψ〉 , α ∈ R. The phase factor
eiα can be eliminated by replacing the normalized vector |ψ〉 with the rank one
projector Πψ = |ψ〉〈ψ|. A weighted mixture of pure quantum states is called a
mixed quantum state. Any quantum state can be represented by a density matrix

ρ with characteristic properties: ρ = ρ†, ρ ≥ 0, trρ = 1. In particular, for a pure
state |ψ〉 the density matrix is the projector |ψ〉〈ψ|. The eigenvalues p1, p2, . . .
of a density matrix form a probability distribution in an ensemble of pure states.
The Hilbert space of a composite system is the tensor product of Hilbert spaces
for the subsystems: HXY = HX

⊗
HY . Any mixed state in a Hilbert space H can

be obtained by taking partial trace of a pure state in a “larger” Hilbert space that
contains H as a tensor factor (this is called “purification”). Observation is detection
of the state of a quantum system in one of the mutually orthogonal subspaces that
form a partition (defined by an observational setup) of the Hilbert space. The result
of quantum observation is random and its statistics is described by a probability
measure defined on the subspaces. Gleason’s theorem states that (for dimH > 2)
any suitable measure has the form µρ (S) = tr (ρΠS), where ρ is an arbitrary
density matrix, ΠS is the orthogonal projection in the subspace S ≤ H. In the
case of pure state, ρ = |ϕ〉〈ϕ|, and one-dimensional subspace S = span {|ψ〉},

we have the usual Born rule: tr (ρΠS) ≡ |〈ϕ |ψ〉|
2
. Measurement is a particular

case of observation when the orthogonal partition of a Hilbert space is formed
by the eigenspaces of an observable (an arbitrary Hermitian operator) A. The
eigenvalues of A are considered as measured values. The expectation value of A in
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the state ρ is defined as 〈A〉ρ = tr (ρA). The time evolution of a quantum system

between observations is described by a unitary transformation: |ψt′〉 = Ut′t |ψt〉,

or ρt′ = Ut′tρtU
†
t′t.

2. Constructive Modification of Quantum Formalism. To build constructive mod-
els, we need to remove infinities from the formalism. Formally, one can prove that
the unitary group U(n) ∼= Aut (Hn), which has the cardinality of continuum, is em-
pirically equivalent to a finite group G. This means that for any particular problem
it is always possible to pick a finite group G such that its unitary representation
can replace U(n) without losing the accuracy of describing the empirical data. In
essence, it seems more natural to assume that at the fundamental level, it is the
finite groups that act, and the continuous unitary groups are only continuum ap-
proximations of their unitary representations.
The advantages of finite groups are:

• any finite group is a subgroup of a symmetric group,
• any linear representation of a finite group is unitary and is a subrepresentation
of some permutation representation,

• from an empirical point of view, any continuous group can be approximated
by a finite one, but not vice versa.

Natural numbers N = {0, 1, . . .} and roots of unity r | rk = 1 are sufficient to
represent all numbers that are significant in the quantum formalism. Let N [rk]
denote the extension of the semiring N by a kth primitive root of unity. N [rk] is a
ring for k ≥ 2. In particular, this construction gives a way to introduce negative
numbers: Z = N [r2]. The fraction field of the ring N [rk] is the kth cyclotomic field

Q(rk), which is a dense subfield of C for k ≥ 3.
Let G act by permutations on a finite domain Ω, |Ω| = N. This action induces
a permutation representation of G on the module NN over the semiring N. Any
linear representation of G can be realized over a cyclotomic field Q (rk), where k
is some divisor of the exponent of G. Let us extend the module NN to the Hilbert
space HN by extending N to Q (rk). Any constructive representation of G can be
obtained by projecting the permutation representation of G on the module NN (for
some sufficiently large N) in an invariant subspace of the Hilbert space HN.
3. Modeling of Quantum Evolution. The time evolution of a quantum system is a
sequence of observations with unitary transitions between them. The role of ob-
servations is most impressively manifested in the quantum Zeno effect. Since the
observation of even a pure state leads to a mixed state, it is natural to describe
evolution in terms of the density matrix. Suppose that the fundamental (“Planck”)
time is a sequence of integers: T = {. . . , 0, 1, 2, . . .}. We define “empirical time”
as a sequence of “instants of observations”: t0, t1, . . . , ti−1, ti, . . .. The simplest as-
sumption is that the instants of observations are elements of the fundamental time:
ti ∈ T . More realistic model of the empirical time would be a distribution around
ti, e.g. the binomial distribution

Kσ (τ−ti) =
(2σ)!

4σ(σ−ti+τ)! (σ+ti−τ)!
, ti − σ ≤ τ ≤ ti + σ. (1)
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At present, the smallest time uncertainty, i.e. the analog of σ, in physical experi-
ments is about 1026 Planck time units. Let ρi denote the state of the system after

the ith observation. According to the standard quantum mechanics, the state be-
fore the ith observation takes the form ρ′i = Uρi−1U

†, where U = e−iH(ti−ti−1)

is a single unitary evolution with a given Hamiltonian H. If ρi−1 is pure, then ρ′i
is also pure. Hamiltonians are usually derived from the principle of least action.
Motivated by the fact that any extremal principle involves a selection of dom-
inant elements among many candidates, we propose the following modification:

ρ′i =
∑

M

k=1 wikUkρi−1U
†
k , where U1, . . . , UM are elements of a unitary represen-

tation of a finite group of size M, wik are (normalized:
∑

M

k=1 wik = 1) weights
of the group elements at the transition ti−1 → ti. A trivial choice of weights
reproduces the standard scheme, but in general ρ′i is a mixed state. The single-

step and N -step transition probabilities are Pi =
∑

M

k=1 wik tr
(

Ukρi−1U
†
kρi

)

and

P0→N =
∏N

i=1 Pi, respectively. The single-step transition entropy ∆Si= − logPi

is a discrete analog of Lagrangian L, and the corresponding entropy of trajectory

S0→N =
∑N

i=1 ∆Si is an analog of action S =
∫

Ldt.
4. The Principle of Least Action as Continuum Approximation. To obtain the
continuum limit of the above-described quantum evolution model, we proceed as
follows. Replacing the finite group by a Lie group, we introduce the Lie alge-

bra approximation in the vicinity of the identity element. For a matrix of uni-
tary representation we have U ≈ 1+iA, where A is a Hermitian matrix. We use
also the linear approximation for the differences of variables by introducing the
time derivatives: Xi − Xi−1 ≈ Ẋi (ti − ti−1). Discrete sequences are replaced by
continuous functions. Note that the case of general mixed states does not allow
reasonable continuous approximations: it is natural to assume that the probabil-
ity of a transition between close density matrices should tend to unity, however
tr

(

ρ2
)

= 1 implies that ρ is a projector. Thus, we shall assume here the case
of pure states ψ. All this, together with some standard approximations, leads

to the following expression for the Lagrangian L =
〈

ψ
∣

∣

∣
Ȧ2

∣

∣

∣
ψ
〉

−
〈

ψ
∣

∣

∣
Ȧ
∣

∣

∣
ψ
〉2

− i

(

〈

ψ̇
∣

∣

∣
Ȧ
∣

∣

∣
ψ
〉

−
〈

ψ
∣

∣

∣
Ȧ
∣

∣

∣
ψ̇
〉

+ 2
〈

ψ
∣

∣

∣
Ȧ
∣

∣

∣
ψ
〉〈

ψ | ψ̇
〉

)

−
〈

ψ | ψ̇
〉2

.

5. Searching Dominant Unitary Evolutions in Natural and Standard Representa-

tions of Symmetric Group. The usual natural representation of SN in the Hilbert
space HN can be obtained from the permutations of coordinates in the mod-
ule H = NN by extending the semiring N to the field C. The natural repre-
sentation decomposes into the one-dimensional trivial and (N− 1)-dimensional
standard irreducible representations. In fact, any representation of SN can be re-
alized over Q (and over Z). The inner product in the module H is defined as

〈m |n〉 =
∑

N

k=1mknk for m,n ∈ H. Let |x〉 denote the normalized natural vec-

tor: |x〉 = |n〉 /
√

〈n |n〉. For the natural pure states we have the usual Born rule

Pnat (x, y) = 〈x |y〉
2
. The space of the standard representation is the (N− 1)-

dimensional ‘standard’ subspace in HN defined by the condition x1+ · · ·+xN = 0.
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Any vector of the standard subspace can be expressed via the projection of some
normalized natural vector. The Born probability in the standard subspace in terms
of the normalized natural vectors takes the form

Pstd (x, y) =
(N 〈x |y〉 − ab)

2

(N− a2) (N− b2)
, where a =

N
∑

k=1

xk and b =
N

∑

k=1

yk.

Consider the evolution of the initial vector |x〉, the result of which is measured
by the vector |y〉. The dominant evolutions, i.e. those that provide maximum
interaction with the observation device, are of the most interest, since they mainly
determine the observed behavior of a quantum system. In the case of the natural
and standard representations of the group SN, all the dominant evolutions for any
given pair of vectors |x〉 and |y〉 can be found by simple algorithms. The two
figures below show the dominant evolutions for four randomly generated pairs of
vectors |x〉 and |y〉 for the cases N = 100 and N = 2000. The graphs of time
evolution of Born’s probabilities are smoothed by the binomial kernel (1) with
σ = 7. It is seen that with increasing N, the relative weight of dominant evolutions
rapidly increases.
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Dubna, Russia
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Applying the Kirchhoff relations in proofs of the-

orems on graph operations that are not affecting

the structure of sandpile group

I. A.Krepkiy

Abstract. The sandpile group of the graph is defined. A series of interesting
properties of this group is presented. Theorems on graph operations that do
not affect the structure of the sandpile groups is suggested. The Kirchhoff
group of graph is defined. The construction of this group is based on relations
similar to Kirchhoff laws for electric circuits. The Kirchhoff group of graph is
isomorphic to the sandpile group of this graph. New proofs of theorems about
graph operations are constructed with usage of this fact.
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Weierstrass Theory of Abelian Integrals and its

Realization in Sage

Mikhail D. Malykh and Leonid A. Sevastianov

It is well-known, that abelian integral is an integral of the form∫
R(x, y)dx,

here R is an arbitrary rational function of the two variables x and y related by the
equation

f(x, y) = 0,

where f is an irreducible polynomial from Q[x, y]. Mathematicians of 19th century
considered the theory of abelian integrals as the necessary completion of mathe-
matical analysis, many outstanding mathematicians were engaged in development
of this theory and its application to differential equations, but after WWI works
in this theory have died away. Now in modern CAS there are few packages for
work with abelian integrals, probably, Algcurves for Maple (M. van Hoeij et all.)
is the best of them. This package can calculate, e. g., the genus of a given curve or
a basis for the linear space of differentials of the first kind, but can’t decompose
given integral to integrals of three kinds. Furthermore, for Maple this is a difficult
problem even in the case of elliptic curves.

It should be noted that modern algorithms have been created without regard
to Weierstrass works [1]. Probably, the matter is that Weierstrass didn’t publish
his results after 1870 [2]. His lectures on abelian integrals (1875) were published
only in 1902 by G. Hettner and J. Knoblauch, so authors of well-known reviews on
the theory of abelian integrals (Backer, 1897; Tikhomandritski, 1895) presented
Weierstrass’s ideas, relying on incomplete students manuscripts. In the 20th cen-
tury there was a prejudice that Weierstrass theory is not constructive as opposed
to Kronecker theory. In our opinion both theories are constructive, but work with
different fields, with Q and Q respectively.

Central notion of Weierstrass theory is a fundamental function for a given
curve f(x, y) = 0. Let H be an element of the field C(x, y) and equation

H(x, y) = t
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with fixed t ∈ P has r roots on the curve, then r is called an order (Grad) of
the function H. If (x′, y′) is a point on this curve then there is such function
H ∈ C(x, y) that (x′, y′) is a simple pole of H and the residue at the point is equal
1. Such function with minimal order r = 1 + p is called a fundamental function
(Hauptfunktion) and the number p is called a genus (Rang) of curve. In many
cases we can write expression for fundamental function explicitly, so for elliptic
curve

y2 = a0y
3 + a1y

2 + a2y + a3

fundamental function is equal
1

2y′
y + y′

x− x′
,

this case has been particularly studied by P.M. Pokrovski [3]. In Weierstrass lec-
tures there is an algorithm for finding the fundamental functions based on power
series expansion in local uniformization of a given curve.

Trivial statement of the existence of the fundamental function is the unique
existence theorem in Weierstass’s lectures, any other objects can be interpreted
as derivatives of the fundamental function. By analogy with Green’s function,
Weierstrass considers not H(x, y), but

H(x, y;x′, y′)dx′.

This dual construction is a rational function with respect to (x, y) and a differential
with respect to (x′, y′). Remarkably it turns out that H(x, y;x′, y′)dx′ with respect
to second argument is an integral of the 3rd kind (Art) with the pole at (x, y).
If (a1, b1), . . . , (ap, bp) are poles of the fundamental function with respect to first
argument and power series

x = Px(t), y = Py(t)

give a local uniformization of a curve in the neighborhood of the point (an, bn),
then

H(Px(t),Py(t);x
′, y′)dx′ = Hn(x

′, y′)dx′
·
1

t
+ · · · −H ′

n
(x′, y′)dx′

· t+ . . .

Coefficients of these expressions give us well-known abelian integrals of the 1st and
the 2nd kinds. Green’s function is symmetric and by analogy Weierstrass proves
that

d

dx1

H(x1, y1;x2, y2)−
d

dx2

H(x2, y2;x1, y1) =

=

p∑
n=1

Hn(x2, y2)H
′

n
(x1, y1)−Hn(x1, y1)H

′

n
(x2, y2),

This fundamental equation plays the same role in Weierstrass theory that reduction
formulas in the theory of rational integrals. So for any rational function R we can
write abelian integral ∫

R(x, y)dx
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as sum of algebraic part R′(x, y), log-part

∑
m

cmH(xm, ym;x, y)dx

with log-singularities in poles of R and the 3rd part

p∑
n=1

g′
n

∫
Hn(x, y)dx− gn

∫
H ′

n
(x, y)dx

with simple poles in fixed singularities (a1, b1), . . . , (ap, bp) of the fundamental func-
tion. In lectures by Weierstrass there are explicit formulas for calculation cm, gn, g

′

n

using the power series of local uniformization. This 3nd part is an elementary func-
tion iff all gn and g′

n
are equal to zero. So we have:

• decomposition of given abelian integral into integrals of three kinds,
• conditions for integrating given algebraic function in elementary functions,
and

• equivalence between Weierstrass definition of genus and commonly used def-
inition as dimension of linear space of homomorphic abelian integrals.

From Weierstrass definition follows that curves with p = 0 are biracionally equiv-
alent to the projective line and curves with p = 1 are biracionally equivalent to
the elliptic curve. Furthermore, we can explicitly write these transformations if we
know the fundamental function.

Unfortunately in Weierstrass’s lectures there are nocalculation examples, and
we want to fill this gap. As it has been noted above the unique instrument of
Weierstrass theory is decomposition in Puiseux series over Q. Now in Sage there
is a realization of Q (QQbar) and polynomial rings over this field written by Carl
Witty in 2007. In our talk we want to present some realization of Weierstrass
theory in Sage. Russian retelling of Weierstrass’s lectures can be found on our site
[4].
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Equal Mass Free-Fall Three-Body Problem: Sym-

bolic Dynamics, Numerical Inverstigation

Mylläri Aleksandr, Vassiliev Nikolay and Myullyari Anna

Abstract. We consider equal mass free-fall three-body problem. We construct
numerically symbolic sequences using close binary approaches and analyze two
components revealed as peaks on the histogram for the Shannon entropy of
these sequences.

Introduction

Symbolic dynamics was used to analyze some special cases of the three-body prob-
lem: Alexeyev [2, 3, 4, 5] has found an intermittence of motions of different types
in the one special case of the three-body problem - Sitnikov problem. Symbolic
dynamics was also applied in two other special cases of the three-body problem:
the rectilinear problem (Tanikawa & Mikkola [10, 11]); and the isosceles prob-
lem (Zare & Chesley [13, 6]). Tanikawa & Mikkola [12] considered the case with
non-zero angular momentum.

M3
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Figure 1. Agekian-Anosova region D.

Equal mass free-fall three-body problem is convenient for study since it allows
easy visualization of initial configuration: if we place two bodies in the points
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(−0.5; 0) and (0.5; 0), then all possible configurations will be covered if we place the
third body inside the region D bounded by two straight line segments and arc of the
unit circle centered at (−0.5, 0) (Fig. 1) [1]. Here, we analyze components revealed
as two peaks on the histogram for the Shannon entropy of the symbolic sequences
constructed using close binary approaches that we found earlier [9]. Raspberry
Pi cluster was used for numerical integration of trajectories and construction of
symbolic sequences, Wolfram Mathematica is used to analyze sequences received.
We used symplectic code by Seppo Mikkola (Tuorla Observatory, University of
Turku) [8] for numerical simulations.

1. Construction of symbolic sequences

We cannot establish homomorphism between individual trajectories of the three-
body system and symbolic sequences in the general case, so we have to integrate
equations of motion numerically and construct symbolic sequences during the pro-
cess.

Final stage of the evolution of typical three-body system is close binary while
the third body is ejected from the system. So, all symbolic sequences have pre-
dictable final parts. If one will calculate entropy of such "infinite" (long enough
in practice) sequence, the result is also obvious. So, we study the evolution of the
system during the finite period of time, considering the stage of active interaction
between the bodies. Thus, we study complexity of finite sequences. One can say
that in our "numerical symbolic dynamics" approach we replace original three-
body system by a dynamical system that behaves like our original system during
this period of time, and have similar behavior all other time (without disruption).

One can use different methods to construct symbolic sequences (see e.g. [9]).
In this study we construct symbolic sequences using binary encounters: we detect
minimum distance between two bodies, and corresponding symbol is the number of
the distant body. Thus, our symbols are from the alphabet {1, 2, 3}. Some systems
disrupt fast, so some sequences are short. Some systems live long (e.g. metastable
systems [7]), so corresponding sequences are long. To have a reasonable computing
time, we constructed symbolic sequences length 50. Since we are interested in the
analysis of active three-body interactions, we consider sub-sequences of each of
these sequences, increasing the length step-by-step, calculate entropy for each of
these sub-sequences, and find maximum value of these entropies. Maximum value
(and moment of time/length of the sub-sequence) correspond to the stage of active
interaction between bodies.

Histogram of maximum values of the entropy shows two distinct modes (Fig.
2). Interesting structures can also be seen on the scatterplot of maximum values
of the entropy - corresponding length of symbolic sequence in the neighborhood
of these modes (Fig. 3). Left mode corresponds to the sequences with only two
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Figure 2. Histogram of maximum values of the entropy.

symbols equally represented: Entropy[{1, 2, 1, 2}]=0.693147. Second mode corre-
sponds to the sequences where all three symbols are equally presented: Entropy[{1,
2, 3, 1, 2, 3}]=1.09861.

Figure 3. Scatterplot of maximum values of the entropy - cor-
responding length of symbolic sequence.

To reveal the difference between sequences of the type {1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3} and
{1,2,1,3,2,3,2,1,3} one can use Markov entropy H = −

∑
i pi

∑
j qij ln qij . Here pi is

the frequency of symbol ”i” in the sequence, and qij is the frequency of transitions
from ”i” to ”j”. Another option is to form pairs (triples, etc.) of consecutive sym-
bols and calculate corresponding entropies. Histogram of the entropy for sequences
constructed from the pairs of symbols for systems from the second invariant com-
ponent (right mode on Fig. 2) reveals that there is large enough number of systems
with good triple interactions (Fig. 4).

Authors acknowledge Dr. Ian V. J. Murray, Dept Physiology and Neuro-
science, St. George’s University for the collaborative purchase of Wolfram Mathe-

matica.
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Factorization Operator Method for Solving BVP

Exactly and Finding Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

I.N. Parasidis and E. Providas

Abstract. We consider a boundary value problem B1x = f where the linear
operator B1 can be decomposed in the form B1 = B2

GB
2

G0
with BG and BG0

being two linear operators of a special type. If the operator B1 is correct then
the solution can be obtained in closed form. Moreover, the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors of the operator B1 are computed analytically. A partial integro-
differential problem is solved to demonstrate the efficiency of the method.

1. Introduction

The study of many phenomena in science, engineering and economics involve ad-
vance mathematical models which in general have a high degree of complexity and
they cannot be solved exactly. In these cases powerful numerical methods are usu-
ally employed to obtain the solution approximately. Some other problems can be
transformed to simpler ones which it is easier to deal with and even to solve them
explicitly, see for example [1] and [2] . The present article is a sequel of the work [3]
by the same authors as above and discusses the exact solution of a boundary value
problem involving an operator factored into two quadratic operators. In particu-
lar, we consider the boundary value problem B1x = f where the linear operator
B1 has a decomposition of the form B1 = B2

GB
2
G0

with BG and BG0
being two

linear operators of a special type. We prove that if the operator B1 is correct then
the solution can be obtained in closed form. Moreover, the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors of the operator B1 can be computed analytically.

We prove a theorem concerning the computation of the determinants of a spe-
cial class of matrices and two corollaries regarding the evaluation of their eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors. Next we prove the main theorem for solving boundary value
problems involving products of operators. An example problem with an integro-
differential operator is chosen to test the efficiency of the method.
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2. Special Matrices

Theorem 1. Let the vectors a, b ∈ Rm and the matrix

C = Im + bta.

where Im stands for the m×m identity matrix and bt = col(b).Then,

|C| = det(Im + bta) = 1 + abt,

and for |C| 6= 0,

C−1 =
1

|C|
(|C|Im − bta) = Im −

1

|C|
bta.

�

From Theorem 1 some other results can be derived which are contained in
the next two corollaries and are used in the present paper.

Corollary 1. Let a, b ∈ Rm, the matrix C = Im + bta, and |C| = detC. Then the
next statements are true:
(i) The number |C| is an eigenvalue of the matrix C and bt its corresponding
eigenvector, namely

Cbt = (Im + bta)bt = |C|bt.

(ii) If |C| 6= 0, then the number 1
|C| is an eigenvalue of the matrix C−1 and bt is

its corresponding eigenvector, explicitly

C−1bt =
1

|C|

(
|C|Im − bta

)
bt =

1

|C|
bt.

(iii) The number |C| is an eigenvalue of the matrix Ct and at is its corresponding
eigenvector, that is to say

aC = a|C| or Ctat = |C|at.

(iv) If |C| 6= 0, then the number 1
|C| is an eigenvalue of the matrix (Ct)−1 and at

is its corresponding eigenvector, specifically

aC−1 =
1

|C|
a or (Ct)−1at =

1

|C|
at.

(v)If |C| 6= 0 then,

1− aC−1bt =
1

|C|
.

�

Corollary 2. Let the vectors a, b, c ∈ Rm, k ∈ C and the matrix

C1 =

(
Im + kbta kbtc

bta Im + btc

)
= I2m +

(
kbt

bt

)(
a c

)
.
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Then, detC1 = 1 + (ka+ c)bt and for detC1 = |C1| 6= 0,

(
a c

)
C−1

1 =
1

|C1|

(
a c

)
and 1−

(
a c

)
C−1

1

(
kbt

bt

)
=

1

|C1|
,

C−1 =
1

|C1|

(
|C1|Im − kbta −kbtc

−bta |C1|Im − btc

)
= I2m −

1

|C1|

(
kbt

bt

)(
a c

)
.

�

3. Factorization Operator Method

We cite now the main theorem of the current work.

Theorem 2. Let the operator B1 : H → H be defined by

B1x = Â2Â2
0x− V 〈Â0x,Φ

t〉Hm − Y 〈Â2
0x,Φ

t〉Hm − S〈ÂÂ2
0x, F

t〉Hm

−G〈Â2Â2
0x, F

t〉Hm = f, D(B1) = D(Â2Â2
0), (1)

where Â0, Â : H → H are linear correct operators and the vectors F,Φ ∈ Hm. We

also suppose that x0 is an eigenvector of both operators Â0 and Â, the numbers

α0, α are the corresponding to x0 nonzero eigenvalues of the operators Â0 and Â,

respectively. Finally, let Y = (y1x0, ..., ymx0) = yx0, G = (g1x0, ..., gmx0) = gx0

and S, V ∈ Hm, where yi, gi ∈ C, i = 1, ...,m. Then the following statements hold:
(i) If

S = αDgx0, V = α0D0yx0, (2)

where D0 = 1 −
1

α2D2
y〈x0,Φ

t〉H , and D = 1 − g〈x0, F
t〉H 6= 0, then, B1 has the

unique decomposition

B1 = B2
GB

2
G0

, (3)

where

BG0
x = Â0x−G0〈Â0x,Φ

t〉Hm = f, D(BG0
) = D(Â0), (4)

BGx = Âx−G〈Âx, F t〉Hm = f, D(BG) = D(Â), (5)

with G0 =
1

α2D2
yx0.

(ii) If G0, S, V satisfy (2) then x0 is also the eigenvector of the operators BG, BG0

and B1 = B2
GB

2
G0

, while the numbers αD,α0D0 and α2α2
0D

2D2
0 are the corre-

sponding eigenvalues of BG, BG0
and B1 = B2

GB
2
G0

, respectively.

(iii) If (2) is true and in addition Â0, Â are densely defined then B1 is correct if
and only if the number D0 6= 0.
(iv) If (2) is valid and B1 = B2

GB
2
G0

is correct then the unique solution of the
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problem (1) is given by

x = B
−1
1 f = Â−2

0 Â−2f

+
x0

α2
0α

2D2
0D

2

[
αDg〈Â−1f, F t〉Hm + g〈f, F t〉Hm

+y〈Â−2f,Φt〉Hm + α0D0y〈Â
−1
0 Â−2f,Φt〉Hm

]
. � (6)

4. Applications

In what follows Hi(Ω) denotes the Sobolev space of all complex functions of H =
L2(Ω) which have generalized derivatives up to the i order that are Lebesque
integrable, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, Ω = {(x, y) ∈ R

2 : 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1}.

Example 3. Consider the operator B1 : L2(Ω)→ L2(Ω) defined by

B1u = uxxyy + V

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(2x− 1)uxdydx

+iπe−iπ(x+y)

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(2x− 1)uxxdxdy + S

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(y2 − y)uxxydxdy

−2π2e−iπ(x+y)

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(2y − 1)uxxydxdy = f,

D(B1) = {u ∈ H4(Ω) : u(0, y) + u(1, y) = 0, ux(0, y) + ux(1, y) = 0,

uxx(x, 0) + uxx(x, 1) = 0, uxxy(x, 0) + uxxy(x, 1) = 0}, (7)

where V, S are unknown functions of L2(Ω). By Theorem 2 we have:
(i) If

S = 2πi(π2 − 16)e−iπ(x+y), V =
iπ2(π2 − 32π + 264)

(π2 − 16)2
e−iπ(x+y), (8)

thenB1 is correct and has the unique decomposition B1 = B2
GB

2
G0
, where BG0

, BG

are defined by (4)-(5), respectively and G0 = iπ3

π2+16e
−iπ(x+y),

(ii) If S, V satisfy (8) then the number β = (π4+32π2+264)2

(π2+16)2 is an eigenvalue of

B1 and x0 = e−iπ(x+y) its corresponding eigenvector,
(iii) If S, V satisfy (8) then the unique solution of (7) is given by

x = B
−1
1 f = Â−2

0 Â−2f +
x0

β

[ iπ(π2 + 16)

6

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(4y3 − 6y2 + 1)f(x, y)dxdy

−2π

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(y2 − y)f(x, y)dxdy +
iπ

2

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(2x− 1)(y − y2)f(x, y)dxdy

−
π2(π4 + 32π2 + 264)

2(π2 + 16)2

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(x2 − x)(y − y2)f(x, y)dxdy
]
.
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where

Â−2
0 Â−2f =

∫ x

0

(x− x1)dx1

∫ y

0

(y − y1)f(x1, y1)dy1

−
1

4

∫ x

0

(x− x1)dx1

∫ 1

0

(2y − 2y1 + 1)f(x1, y1)dy1

−
1

4

∫ 1

0

(2x− 2x1 + 1)dx1

∫ y

0

(y − y1)f(x1, y1)dy1

+
1

16

∫ 1

0

(2x− 2x1 + 1)dx1

∫ 1

0

(2y − 2y1 + 1)f(x1, y1)dy1.
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Applications of Steiner symmetrization to some

extremal problems in geometric function theory

Ronen Peretz

We investigate properties of the Steiner symmetrization in the complex plane.
We use two recursive dynamic processes in order to derive some sharp inequalities
on analytic functions in the unit disk. We answer a question that was asked by
Albert Baernstein II, regarding the coefficients of circular symmetrization. We
mostly deal with the Steiner symmetrization G of an analytic function f in the
unit disk U . We pose few problems we can not solve. An intriguing one is that of
the inequality ∫

2π

0

|f(reiθ)|pdθ ≤

∫
2π

0

|G(reiθ)|pdθ, 0 < p < ∞

which is true for p = 2 (we prove) but can not be true for too large p. What is the
largest such exponent or its supremum?

Ronen Peretz

Department of Mathematics

Ben Gurion University of the Negev

Beer-Sheva , 84105

Israel

e-mail: ronenp@math.bgu.ac.il
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Zero divisors in group rings and combinatorial corol-

laries

Fedor Petrov

Let G be a finite group, K a field and X1, . . . , Xk be subspaces of the group
algebra K[G] such that X1 . . . Xk = 0. If the codimensions of Xi are small, it
implies many strong combinatorial properties of G, like the following:

any product set A1 . . . Ak−1 may be covered by a set C of size codimXk

and k− 1 smaller product subsets A1 . . . Ai−1BiAi+1 . . . Ak−1 for certain Bi ⊂ Ai,
|Bi| 6 codimXi. This generalizes the previous results by Ellenberg and Kleinberg,
Sawin, Speyer, which all originated in a breakthrough paper by Croot, Lev and
Pach.

Fedor Petrov
Sankt-Petersburg Department
Steklov Institute of Mathematics
191023, Fontanka 27,
Sankt-Petersburg, Russia
e-mail: fedyapetrov@gmail.com
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Reuse of educational tasks that support e-learning

automation

Ilya Posov

Educational tasks are used by teachers and students to monitor and evaluate
their learning. The features of tasks may vary a lot, for example, tasks may contain
some or all of the following: a text with a statement, an answer, automatically
checked answers, feedback for student responses, hints, generation of statements,
interactive interface, etc. Most of these features need specialized learning software,
and usually tasks prepared for one learning system are not supported by other
systems. If a teacher has a large tasks repository in one learning system, that does
not fully fit his or her needs, it is usually impossible to reuse this repository in
another learning system. This may lead to usage of several learning systems with
different tasks sets.

Ideally, a teacher has one tasks repository and a set of software tools used in
different educational situations. Each tool supports a subset of tasks, and the more
intersections these subsets have, the more useful actions a teacher may perform
with an average task.

This may be achieved if we consider a task as an object in terms of the
object oriented paradigm. A task exposes several interfaces that it implements.
For example, a task may have actions to get its statement for displaying to a
student, to grade a student’s response, etc. Many e-learning automation routines
become a responsibility of a task, and not of a learning system. For example, the
generation of a statement is done by a task when a learning system asks for its
statement; an answer grading is done by a task by either comparing the answer
with a hard-coded correct one, or by running a computer algebra system with
checking computations. The task is represented as a structured data in a file or
a byte stream, with the information about exposed interfaces, so that a learning
system may discover task’s abilities and decide, whether it supports a task or not.
The implementation of interfaces may be done inside of the problem, but tasks
usually exists as sets of similar tasks, so the implementation may move out of the
task to not repeat itself.

The tasks and learning systems, that use them, are not the only objects in the
proposed architecture. One also need adapters that implement interfaces by means
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of other interfaces. For example, tasks from a bebras contest in informatics have
many information slots such as a statement, a question, a list of possible answers,
an explanation, definitions of concepts, connection with informatics, etc. These
are exposed as an interface of a task for a bebras contest, and only the bebras
contest system may understand all this information. But if we have an adapter
that converts this interface to the interface that allows to get tasks statement, we
may use bebras problems in almost any learning system, because they will be able
to show their statement to students, that is sometimes enough.

The proposed architecture is similar to audio and video processing software:
there are many processing tools, there are many audio and video files of diffe-
rent formats, and there are codecs that make these formats understandable for
processing tools.

The implementation of a proposed architecture needs to address many pro-
blems, that are well-known because the idea of stand-alone object, i.e. objects that
exist outside of the software, is not new. Some of them are about a setup of an
environment, security, performance: a learning system may not expect that getting
a statement sometimes takes too much time because this operation needs an access
to a computer algebra system. The report presents an overview of the architecture
with the discussion of how to solve the problems and make the system usable for
at least the types of tasks that the author works with. They include tasks for
different types of online and offline contests, research laboratories, tasks for stu-
dents for different school and university courses (mathematics and programming
in general purpose programming languages and mathematical software), many of
task types are generable and suppose automatic grading.

Ilya Posov

Faculty of Arts

St. Petersburg State University,

Saint-Petersburg, Russia,

Faculty of Computer Science and Technology

St. Petersburg Electrotechnical University "LETI"

Saint-Petersburg, Russia

e-mail: i.posov@spbu.ru

e-mail: iposov@gmail.com
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Computer algebra system as a pedagogical task

Sergei Pozdniakov

Teaching of algorithmic mathematics within a course of discrete mathematics
include acquaintance of students with algorithms on long numbers and polyno-
mials and their application for solution of various applied tasks, for example in
cryptography.

Within a course of mathematics there is no opportunity to discuss and espe-
cially to realize all such algorithms.

Within three years The Mathematics Department of SPbETU "LETI" makes
the experiment on creation of computer mathematics systems consisting from more
than 40 interacting modules by students teams. Every year about 200 students who
are divided into teams of 6-20 members participate in the project.

The project has two main goals:

1. to connect knowledges of programming with knowledges on algorithmic mat-
hematics

2. to learn to work in teams, to optimise distributing of works among themselves
and to make decisions on architecture of system.

As a rule, the team consists of one academic group, but it is allowed both to
unite with other groups and to separate into small groups. Management of work
of each team is provided by two persons: architect of system of computer algebra
and responsible for quality management.

The architect of each team receives the description of structure of system:
names and functions of all modules and description of links between them. After
that he/she chooses structure of data, programming language, system of versions
support (for example, GitHub), specifies interfaces for interaction of modules and
defines a type of user interface, and also the requirement to readability of separate
modules and technology of testing.

Responsible for quality management organises contact of students with the
architect so that each student of group benefited from the project; after project ter-
minates responsible for quality management creates an anonymous questionnaire
to which all members of team respond and which gives the answer to whether they
succeeded in distribution of works between students - whether well they under-
stood sense of the common work. Also students which are responsible for quality
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management from all the teams, in unison define metrics for estimation of software
quality.

3-4 weeks are allocated for all works. The most inspiring stage of the project -
presentation them to other teams and discussion. Complete projects are placing in
common access for preliminary acquaintance with them members of other teams.
The projects must be presented by incidentally chosen students from each team
(in total about 15 teams) which are given 10 minutes for demonstration and 5
minutes for answers of architects and other students from all the teams. Students
very much worry about quality of the projects and in spite of the fact that they
are not considered formally in progress, try to finalise them and optimize.

Results of questioning of students show that in average each student works
about 1–3 hours and that more time is needed for linking of modules and correction
of mistakes, than on their coding. Most of students (about 80%) consider this work
as the useful and interesting.

In other questionaries next year students often mark experience on creation
of systems of computer algebra as the example which they remember and consider
as interesting and useful form of studying.

Sergei Pozdniakov

Faculty of Computer Science and Technology

St. Petersburg Electrotechnical University "LETI"

Saint-Petersburg, Russia

e-mail: pozdnkov@gmail.com
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On zeta functions of categories

N. V. Proskurin

We consider possible ways to attach some kind of zeta functions to categories.
At present, three different definitions were suggested.

(1) Kazunori Noguchi (Documenta Mathematica 18, pp. 1243–1274, 2013) defines
zeta functions of finite categories. These zeta functions are somewhat similar to
that of varieties over finite fields.

(2) Nobushige Kurokawa (Proc. Japan Acad., Ser. A, 60, 1984, No. 9, pp. 335–338;
72, 1996, No. 10, pp. 221–222) defines zeta functions of categories by means of the
Euler products those local factors are similar to that of the Riemann zeta function.

(3) One more definition is given recently by the author (Zap. nauchn. seminarov
POMI, 449, pp. 230-234, 2016). From our viewpoint, we can define zeta functions
of categories by means of Dirichlet series and we should not state form of local
factors and existence of the Euler products just in the definition.

We intend to look in details on these definitions, to state basic properties of the
zeta functions, and to give some samples.

N. V. Proskurin
Sankt-Petersburg Department
Steklov Institute of Mathematics
191023, Fontanka 27,
Sankt-Petersburg, Russia
e-mail: np@pdmi.ras.ru
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An Approach to the Set Partition Problem

Alexandr V. Seliverstov

Abstract. The article focuses on methods to confirm the smoothness of some
cubic hypersurfaces that are closely related to the set partition problem.

Let us recall the set partition problem [1]. Given a multiset of positive integers
{α0, . . . , αn}. Can it be partitioned into two subsets with equal sums of elements?
Points with coordinates ±1 are called (−1, 1)-points. The problem is to recognize
whether a (−1, 1)-point belongs to the hyperplane given by the linear equation
α0 + α1x1 + · · · + αnxn = 0. It is hard to find a (−1, 1)-point belonging to the
hyperplane in high dimensions [2]. On the other hand, one can find (−1, 1)-points
belonging to the hyperplane given by a linear function with integer coefficients
near zero, using dynamic programming [1].

Let us consider an affine hypersurface F that is the vanishing locus of a
square-free polynomial f . A straight line passing through the selected point U ∈ F
is the set of points with coordinates ((x1 − u1)t+ u1, . . . , (xn − un)t+ un), where
(u1, . . . , un) are coordinates at U , and t is a parameter. Let us denote by r(t) a
univariate polynomial that is the restriction of the polynomial f to the line, and
by B[f, U ] the discriminant of r(t)/t. Since r(0) = 0, r(t)/t is a polynomial of
degree at most d− 1, where d = deg f . If deg r(t) < d− 1, then we use the formula
for degree d− 1 by means of substitution the zero as the leading coefficient. If the
point U is smooth, then B[f, U ](x1, . . . , xn) defines a cone.

Let us denote by K a finite extension of the field of rational numbers Q. Any
smooth cubic curve is not unirational. In accordance with [3], for each cubic surface
as well as high dimensional hypersurface X defined over K, if X is irreducible, X
is not a cone, and X contains a K-point, then X is unirational over K. That is, we
have not only a lot of K-points but also a rational map from the set of Q-points
of the affine space to the set of K-points of X . The explicit parameterizations of
the Clebsch diagonal surface as well as the Fermat cubic surface are exemplified
in [4]. Both surfaces are rational over Q.

Let us denote f = α0+α1x
3
1+· · ·+αnx

3
n and h = α0+α1x1+· · ·+αnxn, where

all coefficients α0,. . . , αn are nonzero. F denotes the affine cubic hypersurface given
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by the equation f = 0 as well as H denotes the hyperplane given by h = 0. The
following theorem improves the result from [5] in case of cubic hypersurfaces.

Theorem 1. Given a multiset of positive integers {α0, . . . , αn}. There exists a one-

to-one correspondence between singular points of the hyperplane section F ∩H and

(−1, 1)-points belonging to the hyperplane H.

Proof. If both polynomials f and h vanish simultaneously at a (−1, 1)-point, then
the hyperplane H is tangent to the hypersurface F at this point. Thus, the hy-
perplane section is singular. Contrariwise, at a singular point of the section, the
hyperplane H coincides with the tangent hyperplane to the hypersurface F . Since
all the coefficients αk are nonzero, both gradients ∇f and ∇h can be collinear
only at the points whose coordinates satisfy the system of the equations x2

k = x2
j

for all indices k and j. All the points are (−1, 1)-points. �

The polynomial B[f, U ] is equal to the discriminant of a univariate polyno-
mial at2 + bt + c. That is, B[f, U ] = b2 − 4ac, where the coefficients are sums of
univariate polynomials a = a1(x1) + · · · + an(xn), b = b1(x1) + · · · + bn(xn), and
c = c0 + c1x1 + · · ·+ cnxn. Each monomial from B[f, U ](x1, . . . , xn) is dependent
on at most two variables.

Let us consider the factor ring K[x1, . . . , xn]/〈x
2
1−1, . . . , x2

n−1〉. It is referred
to as the set of multilinear polynomials. In this way, we have a surjective map ϕ
from the set of all polynomials onto the set of multilinear polynomials.

Let us denote by M [f, U ](x1, . . . , xn−1) a multilinear polynomial that is
an image of the restriction to the hyperplane H of the multilinear polynomial
ϕ(B[f, U ]). The restriction to the hyperplane H means that we substitute xn =
−(α0 +α1x1 + · · ·+αn−1xn−1)/αn. Let us denote by L a linear space spanned by
all multilinear polynomials M [f, U ](x1, . . . , xn−1), where U ∈ F ∩H.

A polynomial vanishes at a (−1, 1)-point if and only if its multilinear image
vanishes at this point. Thus, if the hyperplane H contains a (−1, 1)-point, then
all multilinear polynomials from L vanish at the point. Contrariwise, if a nonzero
constant belongs to the linear space L, then H does not contain any (−1, 1)-point.
In the case, F ∩H is smooth.

In case n = 2, let us consider values α0 = 1, α1 = 3, and α2 = 2. The
intersection F ∩ H consist of two points U(−1, 1) and V ( 15 ,−

4
5 ). The multilinear

polynomial ϕ(B[f, U ]) = −72x2x1 − 48x2 − 144x1 − 168. The substitution x2 =
− 3x1+1

2 yields a univariate polynomial 108x2
1 − 36x1 − 144. Its multilinear image

M [f, U ] = −36x1 − 36. At the second point V the multilinear polynomial

M [f, V ] =
26172

3125
x1 +

428292

15625
.

Two polynomials M [f, U ] and M [f, V ] together span the whole linear space of
univariate linear polynomials. The same holds for almost all values α1 and α2

because dimL is a lower semi-continuous function.
Contrariwise, if n = 2 and α0 = α1 = α2 = 1, then dimL = 1. The inter-

section F ∩ H consist of two points U(0,−1) and V (−1, 0). The third point does
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not belong to the affine plane. So, B[f, U ] = −12x1x2 − 24x2 − 12x1 − 24; the
multilinear polynomial M [f, U ] = 24x1 + 12. On the other hand, at the point V
the polynomial B[f, V ] = −12x1x2− 12x2− 24x1− 24; the multilinear polynomial
M [f, V ] vanishes identically. Thus, the linear space L is a proper subspace in the
two-dimensional space of univariate linear polynomials.

If n = 4 and α0 = α1 = α2 = α3 = α4, then dimL = 1. The space L is
spanned by one polynomial 2(x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3 + x1 + x2 + x3) + 3. In the case,
the intersection F ∩H coincides with the Clebsch diagonal surface.

On the other hand, if n = 4, α0 = α1 = α2 = α3 = 1, and a large integer
α4 ≫ 1, then dimL ≥ 5. At the limit αn → ∞ the intersection F ∩ H converges
to the Fermat surface inside the coordinate hyperplane x4 = 0. The corresponding
linear space contains five linearly independent polynomials. Thus, the same holds
true for all sufficiently large integers α4.

The examples have been computed by means of the service MathPartner [6].

Let us define

λ(n) =
n(n+ 1)

2
+ 1

that is the upper bound on dimL. In case α0 = α1, the section F ∩ H contains
the point (−1, 0, . . . , 0). Thus, for all n ≥ 4, if F ∩ H is not a cone, then there
exists a rational parametrization η : Qn−2

99K F ∩ H defined over Q, cf. [3]. Let
the point (−1, 0, . . . , 0) be the image of the locus of indeterminacy; η can be found
in probabilistic polynomial time.

If the section F ∩ H contains a point over the field K, then there exists a
rational parametrization η : Kn−2

99K F∩H defined over K. Let the initial K-point
be the image of the locus of indeterminacy.

Theorem 2. Given a multiset of positive integers α0,. . . , αn, where n ≥ 4 and

F ∩ H is not a cone, and a real ε > 0. Let us consider the multilinear polyno-

mials M [f, η(P (k))] for random points P (k), where the index k runs the segment

1 ≤ k ≤ λ(n), and all coordinates of the points P (k) are independent and uni-

formly distributed on the set of integers from one to ⌈2poly(n)/ε⌉. The probability

of spanning the whole linear space L is at least 1− ε.

Proof. It is based on the Schwartz–Zippel lemma [7]. �

Thus, in case n ≥ 4 and F ∩ H is not a cone, a basis of the linear space
L can be computed in probabilistic polynomial time. In this way, the algorithm
tries to find a rational parametrization η : Kn−2

99K F ∩ H; if it failed because
F ∩ H is a cone, then there exists a singular point. To prove the instance of the
set partition problem has no solution, it is sufficient to check whether a nonzero
constant belongs to the linear space L. Of course, the condition is not necessary.
On the other hand, if the linear space L contains a linear polynomial, one can
reduce the dimension of the initial task.
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Simplest Fuchsian second order equations with particular emphasize to the

role of apparent singularities are presented. The limiting transfer from Heun equa-

tion to hypergeometric equation is studied. The relation to Painlevé equation is

exposed. Matrix formulation of the problem is traced. The talk is closing a gap in

previous publications of the author.
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Groups and Types

Sergei Soloviev

We consider some groups that appear naturally in type theories.
In each type theory T a natural notion of isomorphism of types is defined

(cf. [Di Cosmo 1995]). For each type A one may define the groupoid Gr(A) whose
objects are all types A′ in T isomorphic to A. Morphisms of Gr(A) are isomor-
phisms between such types.

For each A the group Aut(A) of automorphisms (i.e., isomorphisms A → A)
is also defined.

There are some other groups structures naturally associated with A. We con-
sider: (i) the group of permutations Σ(A) that respect the isomorphisms relation
∼: ∀σ ∈ Σ(A).(σ(A) ∼ A); (ii) the groupoid GrΣ(A) ⊆ Gr(A) whose objects
are A′ ∼ A such that ∃σ ∈ Σ(A).(A′ = σ(A)) and morphisms are the same iso-
morphisms as in Gr(A) (i.e., it is a full subcategory of Gr(A); (iii) other groups
generated by composition of isomorphisms and permutations that respect the iso-
morphism of types.

The purpose of our work is the study of the connections between these al-
gebraic structures. We consider in detail the simply typed lambda-calculus λ1βη

and the second order system λ2βη (see [Di Cosmo 1995]), but look to some extent
at other systems, e.g., systems with depenent types, with coproduct etc.

Theorem 1. For every finite group G there exists some type A in λ1βη such
that the group Σ(A) is isomorphic to G.

Theorem 2. Let A be some type in λ1βη and ∀.A its universal closure (the type
in the second order calculus λ2βη). Then the group of automorphisms Aut(∀.A)
(in λ2βη) is isomorphic to the cartesian product Aut(A)× Σ(A).

From these two theorems we derive the corollary that:
Corollary. For every finite group G there exists some type A in λ1βη such

that the group Aut(∀.A) (in λ2βη) is isomorphic to G.
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Special and exceptional mock-Lie algebras
(extended abstract)

Pasha Zusmanovich

Mock-Lie algebras are algebras satisfying two identities: commutativity

xy = yx

and the Jacobi identity

(xy)z + (zx)y + (yz)x = 0.

It is almost immediate that such algebras are Jordan algebras of nil index 3
(i.e., x3 = 0). Conversely, over a field of characteristic 6= 2, 3, any Jordan algebra
of nil index 3 is mock-Lie. Such algebras appeared in the literature under different
names: Lie-Jordan, Jacobi-Jordan, “commutative” Lie algebras, etc. They live a
dual life: as a very particular class of Jordan algebras, and as strange cousins of
Lie algebras, and this work is an interesting blend of Lie and Jordan theories (and,
of course, computer algebra).

The main question we are concerned with is which of those algebras admit a
faithful representation, or, what is the same, admit embedding into an associative
algebra (i.e., in Lie parlance, satisfy the Ado theorem, or, in Jordan parlance, are
special).

The arguments used to establish the Ado theorem and the Poincaré–Birkhoff–
Witt theorem – a fact closely related with the possibility of embedding of Lie
algebras into associative ones – fail in somewhat curios ways in the mock-Lie case
(one of those ways involves calculation of Gröbner bases of universal enveloping
algebras of mock-Lie algebras).

Mock-Lie algebras of low dimension (≤ 6 at least) are special (i.e., embedded
into an associative algebra). On the other hand, an exceptional (i.e., not special)
mock-Lie algebra was constructed a long time ago in an unpublished preprint [1],
and we reproduce these old efforts, showing how for any Jordan s-identity (Glennie,
Thedy, Medvedev, etc.) one may produce a mock-Lie algebra which does not satisfy
this identity, and hence is exceptional. The minimal dimension of so constructed
algebra is 44.

Substantial computer calculations are involved, utilizing Albert [3] and GAP.
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2 Pasha Zusmanovich

There are many open questions related to mock-Lie algebras: about mini-
mal dimension and minimal degree of nilpotency of exceptional algebras, about
cohomology theory, about mock-Lie and dual to it operads, etc.

Based on [2].
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